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A. major biotic community, composed of all 
typos of communities and including all pro­
cesses carried out within this area.
The wise u e and management of natural 
resources for their optimum use for the 
longest period of time. It is an act by 
man for his own benefit, in that a number of 
values . e involved in the conservation of 
natural areas (Table 4),
A single unit area where biotic, climatic and 
organic factors are integrated and live and 
develop together.
Our entire surroundings that encompasses all 
organisms mid features (including man) on 
earth, that interact together and live in 
harmony and equilibrium with each other, to 
form a bal meed system.
Administration and the conducting of control 
over something.
International ly dot ined and used concept, to 
describe a type of conserved area that has 
defined characteristics, size, purposes and 
controlling authority.
Environmental area, as near unmodified as 
possible, being not artificial. Generally 
considered to have some unique, outstanding 
or aesthetic interest.
A term embracing all plant and animal life.
Areas set aside for the preservation, protec­
tion and propagation of indigenous fauna and 
flora for scientific and aesthetic reasons. 
Under different l> v<'ls and bodies of control.
Pr*'nervation
Vildemo a
- vii -
1'0op from injury or destruction with no use 
or dove Iopmont of the resource.
Areas in the onvironr uit entirely untouch.d, 
or minimally modified by man.
CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
/ - >
C t i A t T l . i t  1  I N T t t n D l i C T K  N
It is only recently that man lias become aware of and has 
accepted his responsibility in safe-Kuardlng the natural 
environment. This change of attitude has developed over 
the last two decades, with the emergence of a realisation 
by man of the inter-dependency between his species and 
nature. This realisation has strengthened as man has 
observed that his demands for energy and raw materials 
have exceeded the environments capacity to sustain the 
level of supply. With an increase in his awareness of 
the needs and desires that the values of natural areas 
satisfy, man has now taken action. He is making desperate 
attempts to reverse many of his past errors and to save 
what is left of nature, that is not already totally destroyed.
Traditionally, man's belief has been that his existence 
is dependent on the inevitability of human progress and 
unlimited economic growth, and his ability to conquer, 
modify and control his environment. This fact is supported 
by the results of scientific, industrial, agricultural and 
urban revolutions that have shown it is possible for g. eater 
numbers to live in the man—made environment. ihis had 
further eroded the general public's consciousness ol the 
inter-dependency between man and the natural environment.
Put man has taken too much for granted in his own abilities 
and powers, and in believing th.t the environment is self- 
sustaining and self-perpetuating. Fragile and sensitive 
terrains, that have ba,.n subject to diverse pressures are 
disappearing. Natural ecosystems have been neglected, 
abused and dugyaded I or so long now that a crisis situ.it ion 
has been reached. The natural environment can no longer 
compete with man's dominance for he is destroying the ecologi­
cal equilibrium of his environment, and so the criterion on 
which he ultimately depends for his survival.
The change in attitude has be*n slow, as has been the 
action to deal with the problem ol restoring the balance 
with nature. This has been because s
(a) therm has been no concensus as tc what the problem is,
(b) how to deal with it, and
(c) the old belief has persisted that technology and economic 
growth will solve the problem, and the belief
(d) that progress is inevitable.
However, in some of the more advanced countries such as 
Britain and America, the governments and the public are now 
taking greater action to establish national policy frameworks 
for nature conservation. Large scale movements by the more 
concerned public have stimulated these governments to create 
procedures for ensuring thu*" deserving areas are conserved.
South Africa has not felt the some sense of urgency in 
conserving the natural heritage as Britain or America 
because :
la) it is less urbanized
(b) h 3 a lower average population density, and
(c) has more open space and reduced sense of pressures.
The political leadership, having been involved in greater, 
more urgent, and more dramatic issues, has been blinded to 
their responsibilities towards the natural environment. It 
was not until recently in South Africa, that some action has 
taken place, following the same path as America did about 
twenty years before. South Africa is in the early stages of
this issue, and has much ground to cover before reaching an 
effective method to conserve the natural and unique landscape 
of the country.
1.1 Axm.s of th<* The-, is
(a) To analyze the prevailing situation in South Africa 
regarding the protection and utilization of unique and 
natural areas in the environment.
( b ) Using overseas approaches and experience, to produce a 
local classification of the natural environment and to 
establish a policy framework.
1.2 Methodology to be n'.ul
The thesis is to bo approached in three stages.
- >  -
(a) Theoretical Base
Basic definitions of tcmis will be discussed related to 
natural and wilderness areas as well as conservation 
and management. This includes attempts to classify 
these areas. This will be followed by man's need 
for these areas, and his attitude towards them as well 
as changes in these attitudes over time. Then follows 
a brief outline of overseas attempts to formulate a 
national framework for conservation. irinciples of 
these overseas frameworks will be used to analyse the 
South African situation.
(b) Analysis
A look at the ecosystems in South Africa and at the 
present situation regarding their conservation.
Pressures relating to these areas will be examined as 
will attempts to formulate policies for them.
A problem situation existing in South Africa should 
arise out of this analysis and this 11 form the basis 
for formulating a policy framework.
(c ) Solution
Establishment of a classification system oi natu.al 
areas to help develop a n,it.ire conservation policy frame­
work. Guidelines will be recommended for future planning, 
development and treatment of the natural environment.
DEFINITIONS, 
CONCEPTS 
CHAPTER 2 : VALUES.
- 4 -
CH/M'i- .? 2 DEFINITIONS. CONCEPTS ,'JVU V^ J.UL'S
2.1 Concepts of "Natural Are.is" and th< i r classification
There has really been no nation-wide or international 
concensus on the definition of terms such as "natural 
areas", "primitive areas", and "wilderness areas" 
because of the differences in perception of natural 
environmental values held by different cultures.
Generally most sources a^ree that those terms refer to 
areas where the impact of m n appears to be absent, 
anil where the ecosystem is untouched by man’s ini 1uence.
However, because m.m1s influence has in fact spread 
across the whole world, even as far as the poles, through 
the drift of pol utants, (Brockman 1973) there exist no 
untouched areas anywhere on earth. So definitions ol 
these areas arc visual perceptions delineated by man.
This implies that definitions of natural and wilderness 
areas are in fact artificial concepts. Various 
definitions have been put forward.
(a) The natural environment encompasses all organisms 
on earth that interact together and live in harmony 
and equilibrium with each other to form a balanced 
system.
(b) An ecosystem is a single unit area where biotic, 
climatic and organic factors are integrated and 
develop together.
(c) Nature is a collective term embracing all plants 
and animals. The Oxford Dictionary defines a 
wilderness as land that is wild and uncultivated, 
and which is uninhabited or inhabited only by wild 
animals. Natural is defined by the dictionary as 
"existing in or formed by nature, not artificial".
(d) The United States Wilderness Act, 1°64 defines 
wilderness as an area not iniluonced by man, and 
where man is merely a visitor.
________  - • ' ' Mf
- 5 -
(e ) Tinley (Tinley, 197? ) sees them as areas where
man's impact appears to be absent, but that
wilderness or nituralness can only be appreci­
ated through the senses.
(f) The term 'wilderness' implies the action and inter­
action cl’ the physical forces of nature unimpeded 
by thi activity of man. (Heydom 1977)
(g) Others, (Patmore 1970, Lucas i960) agree that natu­
ral and wilderness areas are those entirely untouched, 
or minimally modified by man and development.
Because these disparities do exist, and because it is 
neces: iry to have some n tion—wide uniiormity in identi­
fication of these areas (for development, planning, con­
servation, exploitation etc.) attempts have been made to 
establish a classification of these areas. However, 
the classifications so far developed have been related, 
not so much to physical characteristics oi areas, but 
more to types of ictivitics in an area, and to intensi­
ties of these activities, that is uses of areas.
Classification of the uses of these areas, have been 
mainly developed in relation to the lield ot recreation.
So categories in a natural area classification have been 
related to types of recreation as well as intensity oi 
recreational activities. They are also related to the 
corresponding facilities and services necessary for these 
activities.
Economic activities, second homes etc., and other 
types of uses of these areas have been barely covered and 
have not been considered as very important.
In the United atutes a fairly comprehensive classi­
fication ha. been developed by the Outdoor Recreation 
Resources Review Commission (ORHRC) in their attempt to 
define natural areas for different typ s and intensities 
of recreational use (sec fable l). A lew other types 
of uses have also been referred to in the classification 
such us lumbering, mining, etc. (ORRRC, 1962).
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11 (^ 1 iwson, i960) also outlines an approach 
^(> * ' 1 " ’il i^ation oi natural areas in the environ-
mtnt, mainly lor recreational use (Table ^). This is 
a much bion<U 1 classification of areas and is explicitly 
used to classify classes of recreation on different 
types <>t Land. Ihese two approaches are in fact
v< ry si mi 1 r, evi'n though the primary basis of distinction 
is different.
Dasmonn (Dasmann, 1973) discusses a classification 
system that is based more on the characteristics of the 
area related to vegetation, animal life and physical 
features in conjunction with the uses permitted in 
these areas (Table 3), The art as , ave been specifi­
cally set aside because of the characteristics they 
have, and so use ol the and is determined by these 
natural phenomena. Dasm.um •t approach is perhaps a 
more general system in its definition of area types, 
and has in fact been ace p ed by the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources (I. V . C«N . ), for n it-on-wide use. They, too, 
have developed a definition for a 'national park', 
that has become a world-wide concept, involving the 
following criteria*
(a) the aim of a national park is to protect natural
ecosystems of special interest
(b) it is a relatively large area
(c) tlu ecosystems are not materially altered by 
human exploitation and occupation
(d) it is protected and managed by the highest 
competent authority ol the country and is 
covered by statutory Legislation
(e) it i open to visitors for inspirational, 
educational, cultural and recreational purposes 
(Dasm tnn, l''73) «
These classification approaches thus reflect a 
combination of different perceptions of natural, 
unique, primitive, etc., areas, and of how they
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TABI.E 3 DASM.’JsTJ 1 S CL.' .SSlrJC.'TTON 0 . '  N-HJH  'L /.HEAS
i. p h o t ::cti,i) n
Areas set aside primarily for the conservation of natural 
biotic communities and associated physiographic features 
aiid within which only those activities are permitted 
which do not interfere with the long-term protection of 
these natural teatures. Excluded are areas set aside 
primarily for the production and exploitation of natural 
resources, tor recreation as a principle use, or for 
resident .nl, commercial, industrial or their associated 
forms of land use. Included are :
(a) Strict Natural ,r»‘as
To protect nature in an undisturbed state for 
scientific study, aesthetic interest or for the 
contribution it can make to the value of other 
areas. Natural processes are allowed to dominate 
in the absence of any direct human interference, 
Man-made disturbance of any kind is necessarily 
excluded.
(b) Han.ifTod itur 1 'ren <
Their purpose is to protect a species, group of
species, biotic communities or physical features 
of the environment, where these require specific 
human interference for their perpetuation and con­
sequently would be in danger of disappearance in
(a). There m>y be a certain amount of management
and modification to afford near optimum conditions.
Primary concern is protection ol nature and not 
production.
(c) Wilderness ‘r< .-im
Thoir purposes are to protect nature and to provide 
recreation for those capable of enduring vicissi­
tudes of wilderness travel by primitive moans.
Area maintained in the state in which its wilderness 
or primitive appearance is not impaired by any form
- 9 -
lf-m  ’- -I- l-Ji cl rs.n 1.1 co tt on or n a'itjrt areas
PHOTECTl.D %' 1 A,<1'AS
Areas set aside primarily for the conservation of natural 
biotic communities and associated physiographic features 
and within which only those activities are permitted 
which do not inter!ere with the long-term protection of 
these natural features, Excluded are areas set aside 
piinnu 1 iy ior the production and exploitation of natural 
resources, lor recreation as a principle use, or for 
residential, commercial, industrial or their associated 
forms of land use. Included are :
(a) Strict NTatnr\' roar.
To protect natu e in an undisturbed state for 
scientific study, aesthetic interest or for the 
contribution it can make to die value of other 
areas. Natural processes are allowed to dominate 
in the absence of any direct human interference. 
Man-made disturbance of any kind is necessarily 
excluded,
(b) NanafTcd itur 1_' re as
Their purpose is to protect a species, group of 
species, biotic communities or physical features 
of the environment, where those require specific 
human interference for their perpetuation and con­
sequently would be in danger of disappearance in
(a). There may be a certain amount of management 
and modification to afford near optimum conditions. 
Primary concern is protection ol nature and not 
production.
(c) Ulldnnu-s ■ T- as
Their purposes arc to protect nature and to provide 
recreation for those capable of enduring vicissi­
tudes of wilderness travel by primitive means.
Area maintained in the state in which its wilderness 
or primitive appearance in not impaired by any form
- 10 -
of development.
z . mui/ri 11 i- u.,i. u *s
Hieir purpose is to protect nature or cultural sites 
other than those above. They serve a purpose for which 
they were not principally intended. Protection of 
nature may be subordinate to other uses : timber, 
recreation etc. These areas, in fact, may become 
artificial.
extracted from : R.F. Dasmann
"Classification and Use of Natural and 
Cultural Areas"
IUCN OCCASIONAL PAP UR NO. 4 1973
should be used. These classification systems have 
been used mainly in .'unerica for identifying areas that 
have been considered for conservation purposes.
it is uncertain, for thorc is no literature, as to 
how these systems were derived and upon what criteria 
categories were based. But from certain indications
v*1‘ ii ti i a tut , extensive studies were made on recre­
ational demands and the impart this was having on the 
country. On the other hand, characteristics of the 
landscape were also considered.
Those systems arc a useful planning tool for per­
mitting amounts and types of development in the conserved 
areas, In lact these systems form the basis for policy 
formulation in nature conservation.
Concepts of "hr" ervitlon". "Conservation" and "Management" 
These different and controversial terms reflect the 
attitudes of concerned individuals as well as their 
behaviour in protection methods of the natural environ- 
men t.
The first conservation! ts were "protectionists" 
whose aim it was to prtoct endangered species. They 
attempted "pro -rvat on" of the natural environment.
This is referred to as the preserving or keeping from 
injury or destruction, and implies no utilization or 
development of resources. These measures proved in­
adequate and impractical.
Not only preservation of a resource is important, as 
stress' d by con ervitionlst , Lut also the usetu1noss and 
quality it offers through w i s e  utilization, rather than 
the “sterile fosailization" (Patmore, 1970). This is 
where the term "cor .rvation" becomes of 1 active. It implies 
"both the protection and development o t resources, the on^ 
as much as the other" according to G. I’inchot, one o t the 
forerunners of conservation in America. (lieri indahl , i960).
Conservation emphasises action bv. man J^ or man. It 
is interpreted as the wise development and usage of 
natural resources, for the best long-term interests.
■ P I
• 1 £ —
Conservation thus Implies the prevention of waste of 
pi resources tnd of despoilment, while preserving,
improving and renewing the quality and usefulness of 
the oui . Ihis further implies that conservation
is mor th.m usage, ay there is an obligation to conserve 
species that have no direct "value", but are of scientific, 
cultural and inspirational interest.
Conservation implies organization, which is crucial 
to balance man's demands for environmental service and 
environmental resources. It is equated with m.mage- 
ment which involves maintenance of environmental interest 
in a state which gives maximum sustained benefit to both 
man and wildlife concerns.
Below,(Table 4) is a summary of the values of con­
servation areas, of parks and reserves. Those cover 
values for man's use, the values of th i areas for them­
selves and the values of these areas as they visually 
affect m in, in terms of the use he has put them to :
TABLE 4 THE VALUES OF CONSERVED A, IE AS
PRODUCTIVITY 
VALVE tl L AToD 
TO MAN
VALUE OF THE 
NATURAL 
PROCESSES
VALUE OF THE 
VISUAL 
CHAHACTEiil STICS
Scientific 
Cultural 
Lduca ti on il 
Recreational 
Lconomic
The maintenance 
of the ecological 
balance
The natural form in 
its connection with 
the productivity 
value
Aft* r V in Riot A Mansvelt, 1971
One of the striking and frustrating characteristics 
of conservation of natural resources, is that in practice 
it 'is aim- st purely a s o c i a l  problem, a human problem 
end not an environmental problem" (Tinlev, 1971). Ihis 
is particularly emphasised in South Africa. finley 
implies that conservation is bogged down by the lack of 
communication and by red tape in the administrative and 
politics, processes, a, well a, the general apathy of
^  public nnc Che "uncniichtoueci habitual peasant 
turot, uhich ms.:.st -han^o" (Tinloy, 1971) ,
■'ate that conservation is also concerned 
.Jth ethic. ..mr, system o, values. Different beliefs 
uac behaviour are dependent on individual and/or group 
valuation uici asse-.omcnt, through a process of perception 
cio;<, <-761. , there can be no universally
recognised system o: values, although there can be 
ommon cu turaj values, conservation must consequently 
eo m i  1 voted in th- x :L« and beliefs of its proponents.
‘ *U i'1,A l) ! ar  1 ol‘ p eop le  and groups of the same
:ultur", bu :i ff rent - other cultures, social class,
vge, etc. )hts acco»mi for international disparities 
end nc; pi .n 1 n< and conservation.
Thg c.^ , for re a uo b, ,onscrvnd and
Tlan1 x t t i  tvi . ■ t o r <  cur*.*
.k.an’ r111 tvd 1 • i.aturc 1 coloured by his perception
°1 it. :fi .r. : i.v lu? iment of nature has been
detennij. 1 by tin use funic ,f n,tiu: to him, and the
need ho hat o: i t , an< t h j h a s  in , ed his behaviour
towards it ov'vr time. ;-!ie needs and uses (and so man's
attitude to natur* I h v  ch urged with scientific and
technical prt -:r - s.. which h resulted in changed demands 
upon tho natural environment. It is unfortunate that 
the nature o 1 tie > lemand ha been such as to increase
pressure on the nntm i! *nvi rorunent, and to cause des­
poliation n 1 ' a1o i* it ion. nd because of man's
increasing ml i m  m  /m< dependence on his ie If-made 
environment, I lie ■ h bo n tin neglect ot the
11 a Liu .' mv.i ronnon t .
Chang' ■ ; n bo'" I ■- 10 < ' 11 Ludoo
gomand of man on 1 h • 11 • t,u 1 ■ 1 env i r o n m e n t  i n * ,  b i s
atti tubi toward ' h-.v i.aiiged basically through 
five t  n 1 1 • ■ ■ M'MMt (Hoy, 197 0 .
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
—  1 *4 —
-----  — L— i-lliLL^ LL: bis need was the basic necessity
1 u' • He regarded nature as a worthy 
ad\ (. r. ary ind had a non-destructive relationship 
with it, .uid so hrix- little impact on it.
ILl1:-..'.1 11 ■'< '.dt, ci animals: Dependence on wild-
lil^ dec r -‘.ised, but tin re was a greater impact on 
the environment as man began to modify it when he 
settled in large groups, cultivating the land and 
raising herds, it the same time animal hunting 
became a sport and animals were killed in their 
thousands in hunting, in the amphitheatres, etc.
Cultur*1 aifi l.iith: Some early cultures had a
profound respect for nature and life. - The America! 
Indian, and the Buddista who believed that they shoulc 
not kill or hunt wildlife for food. The Greeks ha 
a respect for nature, clouded in mysteries, and 
belief in nature's powers and spirits. But Judej- 
Christians believed eaith was to serve man and that 
his rewards or punishments had little tc do with 
treatment of the enviror .* nt or natural resources.
They regarded nature as part of a "brute creation 
(Hey, 1V73) that had to be subdued and consequently 
a great deal of destruction of wildlife and nature 
occurred in the Christian era.
Techno lor i ■ )1 ‘ ge: Since the time of the industria
revolution and the harnessing of power, man has 
developed . means of changing the face of the oarth, 
and doing irreparable damage to the environment.
At the samo time man's personal need for natui< 
decreased because of the beliei that his own in­
ventions supplied for all his needs. His demand 
on nature wore for natural resources necessary to 
run his machines, etc., and his attitude to the 
environment was that it was a treasure chest to be
plundered.
(c ) Invent i on of : =ronrms: This began an era of
destruct ion and exploitation on an unbelievable
-  15 -
scale, It was increased during the colonial 
period when there was an incredible exploitation 
of natural resources. The attitude was that re­
sources were renewable, or infinite, and so no-one 
cared that they migh be over-exploited.
') Ecological Since the early 60's with
the publication of Uachel Carson's book "Silent 
Spring", there has been an increasing awareness o', 
man's impacts on the environment. She writes of 
man's "alarming assaults" on the environment through 
the use of chemicals and insecticides which have 
caused irreversible harm. Since this time improve­
ments in their use and distribution have been developeu. 
At the same time there grew a concern for controlling 
and preventing pollution of the environment from 
other sources besides chemicals. This concern was 
demonstrated in litter campaigns, etc.
However, this negative attitude to nature has 
not always existed as there have always been some 
conservational values present. The earliest were 
those of the nobility, who conserved areas lor personai 
pleasure and "self-aggrandizementThrough time 
hunters have been concerned about t'" protection and 
management of wildlife for hunti/ Towards the end
of the 19th century there were n ..eurous individuals 
who were deeply concerned about the degradation of 
nature, especially the pressures on large forests, 
and they began some action which later resulted in 
full scale conservation movements,
Exploitative attitudes and beliefs were based on 
changing need . and desires through time, and positive 
changes in attitude to nature came only through the 
appearance of scarcity of natural resources, which 
enhanced their value. Decolonization too, created 
a realization of the scarcity of natural resources.
Much of this change was due to the interest and pressures 
of those perceptive individuals who, through their 
outcries brought about a greater awareness of the
— 16 —
need to have areas conserved. This created a 
broader public awareness which was really the 
beginninc of organized procedures of wilderness 
and natural area conservation.
,3.2 Philosophy of the Need for Conserved /rens
Having realized man's enormous destructive powers and 
their effects on the 1amiscape, a philosophy of their 
conservation should be con idered. What is the need
to ensure some areas of natural wilderness remain?
This need basically falls under two headings:
(a) Man's psychological needs for these areas.
(b) Need of the environment itself to be preserved 
in terms of its own "laws".
The need of conserved areas for man goes beyond 
hit sic needs and desirability of these areas (for
recreation, economics etc.) and beyond the fact that 
these desires depend on the individual's own resources, 
intellect, and education, all varying in time, place and 
for individual preference. The need to have nature i. 
areas is summed up by Lovejoy (Lovejoy, 1973). It is
because tney "protect the diversity and dynamism of man's
environment for his survival, enhancement and joy in 
the social, physical and biological sense .
Man is part of the environment, and he psycho­
logically needs to return periodically to nature in order
to balance himself m d  protect the quality of his human 
life. Man nerds natural areas bocau 0 nature is a 
source of knowledge and scientific advancement, and 
nature is of cultural and educational value to man's 
learning process. Nature too, plays a large pnr> in 
man's religion and faith, and is also of economic 
importance. do man bears a solemn responsibility to 
protect those areas and to improve the environment, 
for present and future generations, who too will roly 
on nature for social, economic and cultural reasons 
for a life of "dignity and well-being".
  - 111,___tMjLuujMjMMMMWMwraro tr
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(Love joy, 1973) . I'urther, these generations caimo t be 
denied first hand knowledge of natural areas for the 
quality of life they ensure.
There is a need to conserve forests, coasts, mountains 
and inland wilderness areas in order to protect unique 
ecosystems from damage by human greed or ignorance.
They must be protected and managed for their jwn intrinsic 
worth as living, integrated components of a system.
This is to ensure the survival of features for which 
they were originally conserved.
In summary, the need for someone to conserve and protect 
natural and wilderness areas is because nature and wild­
life cannot cope with environmental changes on a scale 
proportionate with the world's economic and technologi­
cal development. Therefore, for- man to be able to 
survive and gain knowledge as well as for the environ­
ment to continue to evolve, it is man's responsibility 
to preserve natural areas, and manage them wisely.
CHAPTER 3-
OVERSEAS
CONSERVATION
— 18 —
CHVPTHU 3 OVEUSi; \S TTON
In order to (jain a perspective of nature conservation in 
South Africa and to see how it has developed and progressed, 
it is useful to examine this development elsewhere in the 
world. The examples of America and Britain will be taken, 
as these twe countries experienced the earliest movements 
in conservation. Britain and America are also useful 
examples to use because the two countries have slightly 
different approaches to a similar problem. Each country 
has a framework that is particular to its economic, 
social, political and cultural backgrounds, and this 
largely determines the approaches to conservation.
Each country's system will be briefly examined,
3.1 UN I T A D  ST .i.A t V B  KIC
(a) Development and Urbanization
Since the time wtv-n it was first colonized, the 
Unite I States has developed and advanced rapid 1y . 
From the early exploration of pioneers, the 
natural environment of the States has experienced
many varied impacts.
These impacts v >ri d from early urbanization 
and industrialization, which resulted in the ex­
ploitation of the natural resources. Expansion 
West meant rail and road impact on the environ­
ment along with the Western movement of groups and 
civilization. Those diverse processes and impacts 
resulted eventually in procedures to control urban­
ization, and so to protect the natural environment.
With the early settlements there occurred large 
scale clearance of natural vegetation and forests, 
which wore replaced by farms and roads. Later 
the advent of railways opened up the mid-west and 
resulted in mushrooming now settlements, and 
lastly waves of immigration from Europe expanded 
towns to large cities. Once begun, urbanization 
occurred rapidly and the advent of the car led to 
^-urbanization. America experienced a period
- 19 -
ol rapid economic prosperity after World War II, 
am. tli* i I Luonco of the country was displayed 
in iurthor sub-urbanization,
(b) * »t ion ' 'ivomt^ nts
Ini t in! in conservation evolved from concern
ovei large scale destruction of forests and wild- 
l wlnrii begin during the earliest pioneering
days. At this time there was intensive exploi­
tation ol natural resources for production, 
barly attempts at conserving these aspects of the 
environment were by means of laws and regulations, 
a negative and relatively unsuccessful approach, 
but presumably the "obvious" first step.
With the growth of American affluence there 
developed interest in recreational values and this 
was one of the main forces that brought about the 
first reservation of extensive areas of wild land 
for the public benefit. The first large areas 
reserved worn Yosemite Grant 1864, Yellowstone 
National Park 18?^, Nagara rails Reserve 1885 .
The attitude of the Indians to the environment 
cannot be forgotten, for it may have had some in­
fluence in the first conservation of large areas, 
their profound respect for nature and the earth, 
and their living close to nature might have had 
some effect on the European attitudes.
Those events marked the beginning of th- 
Conservation Movement, bo m o  out of the actions 
of dynamic individuals who wore concerned about 
the furturo of onerica's natural environment.
; notable event was the birth ol the National 
Park Concept, which developed with the addition 
of largo tracts of land that were set aside as
National Parks.
Some years Ittor saw the establishment of the
National i ark Service, which co-ordinates the
ndtninj utration of national park, and control., their
manncemcnt and u,o. Bivin/t lawful recognition to
- -40 -
the p irks in th<• country's legislation.
ic ) M"' |l«^. N itiir,' ('on r\ ition Syrst-.-m
It is not cl<Mr in \meric.m Conservation how the 
overall system was developed, for the establish­
ment of different types of protected areas.
Though repeated reference is made (Brockman, 1973) 
to the use of the ORUUC classification system, there 
is no indication us to how it was used, or even 
how it was developed. Control and management of 
protected ireas i , said to also be based on the 
classification approach.
Anyway, bearing in mind that "uncrican conser­
vation _i__ based on s o m e  fundamental criteria, the 
actual American approach will be discussed.
(i) The National Perk System
The National Park System is a semi-autonomous 
body that has been adapted to manage three types 
of areas in the system.
(1) Natural areas.
(2) Historical areas.
(3) Recreational areas.
Natural areas include lakeshore a, seashores 
well is different types of inland parks, and 
so cover a large diversity of types of areas, as 
well as very extensive amounts of land goograp.ti-
cally.
The National Park Service consists of a National 
Headquarter.-, Regional office-, several Field Office, 
a, well os a Planning and Service centre. Activities 
of the Service are greatly diversified covering such 
categories as legislation, administration, operations 
and professional service. Hgure I. show, where 
the National Park System fit, into the overall organ!, 
ration of conserv ,tion bodies in the United States.
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N a t i o n  il I1 irk P o l i c i e s
Broadly, those established in L9l8 state that 
National Parks must be:
"Maintained in as unimpaired form as possible 
for the use of future generations as well as 
those of our own time".
"They are set apart for the use, observation, 
health and pleasure of the people".
"National interests must dictate ill decisions 
affecting public or private enterprise in the 
parks".
These policy statements were later, (1932) 
further detailed and expanded, and so the oervic- s 
responsibilities were expanded. Primary emphasis 
on preservation of natural conditions oecame less 
relevant in some areas because of their nature and 
purpose, and so other important values were empha­
sised, eg. recreational. Public interest in the 
use of these areas was reflected in the provision 
of facilities and developments which caused much 
environmental modification. New and developing 
technological innovations had also to be reflected 
in changes in management of areas. This also 
applied to changes in social and economic conditions.
Current National Park Service policies are 
similar to those defined in 1,18 and 19)2, and they 
emphasise the necessity of continuing to maintain 
large sections of wilderness in natural areas.
The policy also notes that planned, orderly and 
harmonious development will be based on minimum 
needs, and at the same time great emphasis is 
placed on public understanding of the different 
interests in the parks. This is believed to be 
a basic principle in the enjoyment of the National
Park System.
______  ct were characterised by another
-  ^3 -
important conservation movement - that is forest 
conservation end the establishment ot the United 
States forest Service l.t the Department ol 
Agriculture, 190 5. This important happening 
was the result of action by strong dominant 
leaders who, as early as 186?, initiated pro­
grammes and long range policy directions.
Their concern arose from th* increased pressure 
that was being exerted on the national forests 
for commercial u ■ e.
( i i )  N a t i o n * I  U n r e s t s
The Forest Service administers most of the National 
Forests, and some National Grasslands on a multi­
purpose management bis is. It is especial1> 
concerned with the commercial production of 
timber, and r Q r'r'' ational management. Because 
of tho fragmentary ownership pattern of idu foie>t 
lands, (stemming from early homestead and mini.;*? 
laws), the Forest Service does not control all 
lands within Nation 1 For ets, and so it attempts 
to consolidate its control through a land exchange 
and purchase programme. The Forest Service is 
organized in a regional, decentralized form, though 
there is a National Headquarters concerned with 
aspects on a National level. (figure l).
F o r e s t  i o r v i c * '  l l f i - L P l
A policy of multiple use and auatninod yield for 
maximum Ion,-term public benefit la fundamental 
to tho For. a  Service in protection, management and 
development ol National oreat resource,. fmphaaia 
is placed on productive u,e for the permanent good 
of all tho people, not temporary benefits for indi­
v i d u a l s  o, firms. It was decided also that where 
conflicting Interests were to be reconciled, the 
decision would be dec dad from tho standpoint of the 
greatest good for the greatest number in the Long 
n|r- ThV, refers in particular to recreation,,' use
JL
t tin. v  i , in ill u 11 t. lervice estab-
' lied t. r tiona I policies for the use
: the if t . I'hi policies emphasise
ivt -igT:-1:! on i v i. at ion with other forestry 
i md t;ro the inalnt* nance and perpetuation
t.iie qu'- : J. ty t he nvi ronment. Provision of
e LIities : n foiesf iro.ts will only be permitted 
the> oI i type appropriate to the forest.
:ov!£ ion *’ i tcilitie , of developments and
Fed i n  fund for these, it is emphasised, 
geave< I awar d opportunities for relatively 
rr/2 numbei if us rs and not for individuals.
Many of the problems from early days of 
■nserva"1 Lon till exist today. Difficulties 
a co-ordination tnd idministration ol National 
arks and Nations Forests, and the control of 
.ctivi ties within i rka and forests prevail. 
eg. huntinf - .xs people fail to understand Forest 
tnd Park policies) Existing conflicts persist 
rom early times, ^  a result of these two separate 
liodiee - the Forest Service and the National Park 
ervicv. Definition of their resources and 
unction , • well u their approach to management
resmt m  thi ■ conflict.
, , iX : j-t,. Forest Service and the National Park 
iijrvice form the two main Federal bodies concerned 
with nature conservation. Of some importance as 
veil, i« uii<-<->r>ii of Snort Fisheries amLJlil »
ijj within th Fish and Wildlife Service, and the 
Bm. nr l.antl M 'nacaman-t within the Department of
the Interior.
The activUi Of tlx, former are related to
recreational use of wild lands, on a multiple
basis, cons istant with suitability of the
, tpacity of the various land uses.
The Bureau of Land Management is responsible tor
I, ,i ,nn . ' publir lands under its
li e
A
jurisdiction. These lands contain naturaJ resources-' 
of such character and quality, that retention in 
Federal ownership is in the public interests.
Such resources include forests, minerals, water, 
fish and wildlife.
v ) St.'.t'- i' irk.; play a part midway between the
more remote Federal lands and the readily accessible 
Municipal areas. These areas are found often in 
more natural settings than local areas, but not as 
primitive uid unmodified as most of the remote 
Federal lands. These aras include parks, forest, 
fish ai.J wildlife are s. They experience greater 
pressure than Fedr l lands, and so require more 
planning and mane at to protect interests, 
appearance and environmental quality. btate park." 
and National Parks are both represented in the ORRRt 
classificati system, the greatest percentage of 
them, (87, ) art included in Group III, the Natural 
Environment Area Group. State Parks are adminis­
tered on a State level within the bounds of well 
defined policies, similar to "ho.• o. the National 
Park Service. Development of the parks is carr-1 ed 
out under policy plans ensuring preservation of 
inherent interests, and preventing any incompatible 
uses. Accessibility to different types of State 
Parks is given adequate consideration, especially 
in the case of the densely used areas.
(v) Conservation in America also includes the 
National ..-i TV- a P r e s e r v a t i o n  System that began
in the 1920*3 with the sotting aside of the Gild 
Primitive area. The concept of Wilderness and 
primitive areas originated with this event. Though 
many of these areas are found within National Parks 
and Forests, a need was seen to manage thorn separatai 
ana establish parato policies. Policies include, 
the local exclusion of all forms of motorized
equipment, of roads and all str res, and to 
preserve the area in as unspoiled a condition as 
possible. Thi system became law with the passa(,« 
of the Wilderness Act (1964). Any modification 
to these areas can only occur with the consent of 
Congress. The greatest threat to these areas 
results from demand, since large numbers of people 
visit them making retention of their desired cond:tion
very difficult.
(vi) Approximately 60-;, of American land is privately 
owned, and large portions are more readily accessible 
to the population centres than some National larks 
and Forests. Much of this land is of high environ­
mental quality and interest, and needs careful 
protection and management. Fortunately many land­
owners are interested in developing tneir lands for 
recreational use or as philanthropic programmes of 
protection and management, and other uses related to 
the public interest. Landowners desire to earn a 
profit, and are therefore encouraged to make use of 
their land by emphasising environmental values. 
Co-ordination between public and private lands in 
planning is essential to avoid misunderstanding 
because of the largo part played by the private.sector 
in the United States. Development by private land­
owners may occur where the owners hope to make 
great profits, and the public may want to avoid this.
This is the basic makeup of the United States 
Conservation framework, though there is much detail 
written into acts of Congress and departmental 
regulations that strengthen the whole system. An 
example is the National Environmental Policy Act,
1969, which is a general National policy concerning 
productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his 
environment, protection of environmental damage and 
better understanding of natural resource ecology.
This act established the Council on Environmental 
quality, who study and report on environmental
*> JL
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matters.
Overall the system appears a complex and 
frequently conlu in,: assemblage of agencies and 
organizations, each with their own special 
interest, rules and often their own bureau­
cracy. This may account for some oi the 
problems that exist in terms ol co-ordination 
and administration of different areas, and 
concensu in values, though the 01dd>’< classifi­
cation does xct as a basis for some clarification 
and is used by most of the organizations concerned 
with planning m d  n inaging Natural area. .
3 . 2  P i l I T  . 1
( a) Indnstri ■ i • i i l TLUiL: hrbani •’tt.ion
In the 19th century the United Kingdom fas the 
first country to experience mass industrialization 
and urbanization, and to experience the problems 
of so many people in such concentrated areas. The 
city offered opportunities, but it also created an 
unhealthy environment of smoke-laden skies, unemploy­
ment, crime and alcoholism. Meanwhile, the rural 
countryside remained a superior environment. The 
new and developin' forms of transport, such as 
trains and streetcars, began to allow the cities 
to spread out into suburbs. Between the wars 
Britain urbanized rapidly and because land was not 
subject to comprehensive development powers, much 
of this development occurred on farm lands.
(b ) Con >■ t • tion , i
In 1920 farms, s and conservationists, concerned 
about the threats to areas of rare and scenic 
value, created the Cornell for the Preservation 
Of  I turn! mg, and (1,26). By the 1930 conser­
vation became an active policy gaining more and
more support.  ,
problems. Population increased and spread more 
into the rural areas; densities of cities increased 
and pressures on the rural countryside prow.
Societies published reports malcinc recommendations 
for preservation of sensitive and attractive areas.
One such group was the Scott Committee ( 1 )  w*1° 
re ommended to the Central Planning Authority the 
setting aside of regional parks and other open 
spaces to include farming, and the setting asiae 
of nature reserves in National Parks with p r o h i b i t e d  
access. Environmental concern had been strengthened 
by Ebenezer Howards Garden City concept, and Abercom- 
bies Gre unbelt in the Greater London PI on ( •
The New Town Concept too, developed along en v i r o n ­
mental lines, providing housing and a better 
environment after the war's destruction. It was 
also part of a regional plan.
The B r i t i s h  ' fur" C o n s e r v a t i o n  System
(i ) National Parks
In 1949 the National Parks and Access to the Coun 
trysido Act established the National Parks Commission 
Its duties included the preservation and enhance­
ment of natural beauty, and the provision of oppor­
tunities for open air recreation and the study el 
nature through the establishment of National Parks. 
National Parks include som* coastal areas, some 
inland lakes and shores, but are predominantly 
upland areas. The nature of the "National Parks" 
is different to that of America. In the first 
Place little of the land is public domain, .and 
secondly the parks support a population of some 
,60 000 in normal pursuit of rural life, unlike the 
unpopulated American National Parks. The parks 
^re scarcely "National" in concept, their planning 
Luntrol remaining in the hands of local authorities.
( ii ) Na tur■■ Iw-'-.-rvt; <•,
The Jcott Committee also recommended areas for 
which "prohibition of access shall bo a first con­
sideration". 1949 saw the foundation of the 
Nature Conservancy, whose function it was to "estab­
lish, maintain and manage nature reserves in Great 
Britain, including the maintenance of physical 
features of scientific interest".
In areas acquired by the Nature Con:, rvancy 
for th*' protection of 1 and form >, habitats, etc., 
the emphasis is on conservation with recreation 
as incidental, though the two do co-exist in many 
areas. 1 any r ■crve acquired by the Nature
Conservancy were cr n ted to protect areas in 
dang r o' physical deterioration from over in­
tensive use (such as some reserves created on the 
coast). .ccess i > restricted in many ol these 
areas to existing rights of way, or marked trail 
Not all reserve land is cvned by the Nature 
Connerrancy, but agreements exist with landowners 
for the Nature Conservancy, to manage areas it does 
not actually own. Nature reserves have strong 
protection in the planning sy; tem.
(iii) .rt. .r n.t.t .MdinR Natunl Beauty
These areas are selected and designated by the 
National Parks Commission. They are smaller than 
the National Parks and include less open land and 
more agricultural land. They are also closer to 
major centres of population and are subject to 
much pres ure. Loral 'uthoritics are responsible 
for protecting and improving thorn.
(•iv) 'ret of ( h - ' H i s t o r i c  
or Nr , . nl. ■ , ' ' ----------------
Selection and designation is the perogativo of 
the local planning authority. In ail, these areas 
had little value as a conservation measure.
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(v) Tineos of Historic Interest nnrt 
i t ' l l '  t , v
The National Trust was foundod in 1895 because at 
the time there was no mechanism for positive preser­
vation. It was established as a corporate body 
capable of holding i ;md and representing National 
institutional interests, It became registered 
as the National Trust for Places of Historic Interest 
and Natural lloauty, The objective of the Trust is 
one of conservation, not a tourist industry, and it 
bought up land of environmental value that was undei 
some sort of development pressure, in order to 
preserve it from further damage. Typical areas 
ire 1 ike shores and co istal areas. The National 
Trust owns tnd controls land on a dispersed basis 
throughout the country, and is the largest single 
1 and owner after the Crown and State.
(vi) The Coast
The coast is in many ways Brit'tn’s moat Important 
resource, because it is easily accessible to the 
whole country, and satisfies part of a large demand
for recreation and other uses#
The coast has b< en subject to increasing pressures
of rapid development and urbanization, of port 
facilities, and power stations, as well as from 
recreational facilities. It is at present in a 
critical situation which is becoming worse. The 
National Trust was one of the first bodies to take 
any action, and acquired property subject to pressure 
and at the same time attempted to focus public 
attention on the problem of the coast.
Extensive studies were done by the 
National ,-arks Commission to clarify problems and 
identify principles to cuide planning. fhoy also 
included proposals for the creation of parks .and 
protection of areas of fine scenery. Numerous
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmrmm
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areas were suggested for inclusioa in th< protection 
category. About of the coast is covered by
a declaration of intent, As yet no National 
policy has been formulated for the coast, but 
some measure of protection exists through policies 
written into development plans, and where the in­
tention i "sub t an tint 1 y to prohibit development11.
(vii) Conservation in Britain over the last 20 
years ho; been pursued through development control 
in the planning process. This approach is inevi­
tably negative and though it can prevent despol 1 atioi., 
has Limited powers to stimulate more positive action.
In recognition of this failure, in 1968 the 
National harks Commii- ion became the Countryside 
Commission through the Countryside Act, giving 
it a much wider area of responsibility. Ihe
Countryside Act made clear that conservation and 
preservation of the natural beauty and amenity 
of the countryside hoc, become a national concern.
The Act emphasised positive measures and dealt 
with measures relating to provision and improve­
ment of facilities, the conservation and preser­
vation ol th>' countryside, and it secured public 
access to the countryside. The Act also conferred 
new powers on local authorities. This Act showed 
evidence of the changing climate of opinions towards 
the natural landscape. (Figure 2 briefly out­
lines the more relevant sections of the organization 
of nature conservation bodies in Hrita m ) .
Arising out of the brief discussion of the American and
British Conservation ystnms as th<y pi« sently ,
certain factors arc identified as common to both Britain 
and America. It woulu appear that these factors have
- -
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influenced the particular :pproach adopted by each 
country. Problems ol the individual country, too, 
have influenced their approaches.
1 a) The manner in which each country developed and 
advanced. Early attitudes to progress and 
urbanization had little place for environmental 
values and the natural environment suffered 
neglect.
Brit \in experienced heavy industrialization and 
urbanization, and is recently concerned over the 
urban fringe and loss of agricultural lane.
Mneric ' suffered under gross exploitation of the 
wealth of natural resources as well as urbanization.
b) Responses in both countries to prevent further
damage at that time was by perceptive individuals 
who brought an awareness of the need for conser­
vation to the broader public. Early movements 
were thus related to the state of environmental 
destruction at the time, in each country.
^ a) /unctions of social, economic and political systems
prevailing in each country affect nature conservation
Britain being a Socialist country developed a 
system of conservation almost entirely btato
contro]1ed.
Ajncrlc.i being a mlxod Capitalistic - Socialistic 
country is rather more private enterprise orientated.
b) The response by Britain was to establish a centra I- 
' ized c o - o r d i n a t e d  and controlled framework, operated 
through a central Planning authority. American 
conservation is a concern of the private land­
owners as well as Federal and State agencies, and 
rany problems manifest themselves In co-ordination 
those different bodies.
.V
—  )h —
3 a) Physical characteristics of the country itr ^ 1 f 
influence the approach to policy formulation,
1, size of the country
d, nature of tlv natural environment,
b ) Hv i t .< i n 1 conserv e! areas are relatively small and
few of them are totally natural, aa most conservation 
areas consist of good agricultural 1 ;md important 
for cultivation md nearly all these areas have a 
fairly high population within them,
•Vnvri • •1 > con rv - 1 areas consist of huge tracts o: 
unpopulated land where there exist expanses of natural 
i or* ts, mountain , lalcos, rivers, seashores, etc.
h a) Pressures and forces on natural at nsitive are is
influence the approach to censerv v; a.
1, social eg. population number m d  density, 
affluence 
, commercial 
3. economic, etc.
b) Brit in experiences v large population with voiy 
high densities demanding area for leisure etc., 
cix-atine very acute situation for natural areas, 
and makinc conservation a critical issue.
Anieric , thou* it too has experienced population 
increases .and the spread of affluence, the same 
pressure ha not been fe.t on natural areas, bocau-- 
of the size of the c untry relative to if popul at in.
ncth c o u n t r i e s  have felt the increase and a far 
wider spread of demand for natural areas for recre­
ation end other use . especially economic in the 
form Of natural resources. This has increased since 
the spread of affluence and since taste, Hav. 
become more varied and sophisticated, .mericn
especially, be in,; a more affluent country has been 
erposed to greater mobility, end though the problem
- 35 -
of pressures is not as intense as in Britain, the 
area of concern is far more widespread.
Attempts in both countries have been made to plan 
for conservation throu/ he use c a classification 
system. The ORRUC aj > t >ach, though formulated in 
America, has broau« r application than simply for 
that country, and has boon applied in Britain, but 
has two major limitations:
the y tern was designed fo~ a country where presour- 
on 1 j r ourci s was less acute, and where ext' n- 
sive tract c ui be developed for recrertion 01 
conservation alone. This is not possible in 
Britain bocau e of population numbers and den: i ty, 
and the size of the country.
the system excludes all land "not suitable 01 
available for recreation". In Britain much land 
that contributes to visual pleasure and amenity is 
rurally farmed or forested land.
The attitudes of the population towards the natural 
environment as well as their behaviour in it, largely 
determines con: rvation measures. It is extremely
difficult to assess the difference in attitude 
between different culture groups in one country, 
but it can be assumed they differ because of the 
varying backgrounds and ways of life each culture 
group is exposed to (eg. Negroes, Indians and
Vhitcs in Amori ca).
IMPLICATIONS FOR 
CONSERVATION 
PLANNING 
CHAPTER 4- IN SOUTH AFRICA
CH." PT1vR_4 l.vpi.l C "I Tcxi li Cor;S; .i!'. i i ( ~_ 
11 ' i ; i . ■:: i c "
Those factors identified at the end of the lout chapter, 
imply basic principles upon which a nature conservation 1 r mo- 
work might depend. These factors have been derived from 
comparisons and similarities of the British and American 
approtches and which might be useful in developing a nature 
conservation framework in another country, such as Scu1 !i 
Africa. Those factor can b< interpreted nr a i umber c‘ 
criteria upon which • framework can b < based, These <. ri *. • r i a 
are as follows:
4 .i A framework is ba ed on a classification of the <.ua. 
teristics of natural and wilderness ?^eas ol the 
particular country concerned. Ihe country s'rou . 
develop its own classification categories derived J on 
an identification of different ecosystems around the 
country that need to be protected,
it.2 General chan .veristics of the country itself, such 
a, its area in.i size, relative to poy lotion size,
(Trently affect the approach to nature conservation.
Small countries such as Britain and the Netherlands 
have a more acute problem in decline - ith unusually 
high population densities, and consequent pressure on
.
of space, such as ■jnerica and Canada, and their 
re s polle is modified a c c o r d  inrl y ,
k.J The approach t, conserving natural areas and the
vatic, to do so, depend, on the history of the country, 
the way it has developed .and the extent to which resource
hav- bo u o ■ pi o i 1
u,other factor that influonc, . the approach to 
conservation is the natur of the pressure bene on 
t h e e  areas. .he different  ...... - • e-perlenced
in Brit Lin uvl m ric.t ,r":'
(a) population pressure in terms of numbers and
density that demand the use and need for those
areas.
(b) the affluence of the population determines the
demand for these areas. iffluence determines a 
populat on's leisure time, and so the frequency 
of use of natural areas, the intensity of its use, 
and the manner in which it is used. ulso the 
demand for natural resources used in commerce and 
inaustry is determined by the standard of living and 
the general affluence of the country.
(c) mobility depends on affluence. The mobility of
a population also affects the pressure on sensitive 
areas, more especially those far removed irom high 
population intensities. These areas become more 
accessible as mobility increases, and so become more 
susceptible to human influence.
The attitude of the population towards the natural envxron- 
mcnt, and so their behaviour in xt, determines the approach 
to nature conservation. Different culture groups within 
a nation may have different environmental values, and 
this could influence the shape of the national nature 
conservation policy. It might aiso influence different 
wavs that the environment is used or preserved.
The social, economic and political systems that prevail 
in a country will also determine the system of nature 
conservation adopted for that country. Whether the 
country is socialist or mixed - capital stic, this 
influences the involvement of the State and/or, the
private sector.
Th„ cttnnt to which nature conservation J carried out in 
a country is influenced by the priorities of the Govern­
ment Thin, world countries arc more concerned with 
food production than We-.tern indu-.trin.ined countries,
who arc generally more scientifically orientated.
Progress seems to have developed environmental values 
because of the increasing awareness of the effects ol 
modern technology on the natural environment.
These criteria will b used to analyse the existing 
state of nature conservation in South Africa. Whether 
or not these criteria can be totally applied to South 
,'frica, or only partially, will be seen. Many of them 
may have to be modified to apply to particular situations 
in a different country.
I
CHAPTER
THE
SOUTH AFRICAN 
.NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
rrom the- criteria and implications arising from the 
<root icon and Mritish examples, the approach to under- 
st.mding the South African situation is clear. The 
ovrst ■ ; countries, though older, more industrialized 
and more advanced that South vfrica, are still able to 
indicate some general principles by which a nature 
conservation framework should be governed. South 
viricn, being tit the intermediate stages of industriali­
zation and urbanization, has no systematic framework 
within which conservation is guided and so first steps 
can DC followed from the more advanced countries. In 
order to establish .some sort of strategy for nature 
conservation in the country, an understanding of 
envi roixn-n : a ., human factor; ind influences is necessary, 
based cn the pro-identified criteria.
Those factors briefly include;
l) An identification of natural environmental regions 
that are characterized by particular biological 
and physiographic features. It is necessary to 
know the status of conservation of these areas as 
well as their deficiencies.
^ ) An analysis of human influences and activities that 
have some bearing on .he landscape, and these may 
inclu< ) such items as: -
 ^i) the deve lopment of urbanization in South 
Africa,
(11) The population distribution and density,
(ill) economic activities,
(tv) socio-economic factors.
3) An exai. m a t  ion of the development of nature conserva­
tion in the country c; well as a look at the existing 
public and private iv..t m of conservation, and
4) an examination of the existing state of Sou 
vfri can Environmenta I Legislation.
conclusion will be reached that should identify 
the dominant pressure* on, and the deficiencies in 
nature conservation in South Africa, and so indicate 
areas that require attention to rectify the te problems.
u'V.e Natural Environment
Broad Ly, South Africa < in be divided into a number of 
biome.s (sue Xap ! ) defined as : major biotic Communities 
composed of all plant, animaJ and all other communities 
concerned, including the processes carried out in these 
areas. The communities possess certain similarities 
in physiognomy and environmental conditions. In all a 
biome is the largest land community that it is convenient 
to recognize as a unit.
Each biome can generally bu characterized by a lew 
broad features that make it particular and unique from 
any other biome (see Table 5 ). Each biome is made up of 
innumerable communities of vegetation and plant communi­
ties scattered about the biome, many in unidentified 
location..
South xfric 1 too, is made up of some outstanding 
p’ , ;i„a i features and unique 1 mdscapes, outlined in any 
book on South \fri . (King, l ^ ,  Wellington, 1955).
Each of these can be located within the biomea covering 
the ountry and Map 1. indicates areas within which «ome 
of the most important and valuable of these foatur s are
located.
St-.tn cf don 'Tvat ion
Survi.y. and ntudto. in South 'friro hnvo boon carried 
out for the International Dlologicai Programme (Ini') 
to cover 111 foatur.- . Of the natural environment, in 
order to asse .3 the conservation ..tatu of eaeh 
(vegetation, fauna, aquatic biotope , (KOEhOli, I97'0)
Ha;, above the distribution and percentage of void 
type, conserved throughout the country, indicating
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tho relative status of conservation. Many small 
r.serves have not been 1ncluued in this map and
nr.1 ■ e i .'K- of the: - smaller conserved areas.
•'I ... ! i'-t til : si r w : . Besides these,
rivately own d nature resemres, too have not been 
ncluded, which is not surprising as there is no 
jcuraxaly knoim or published data on these reserves. 
ibto 5 gives approveimate statistical data of this 
unservation statu in South \frica. These figures 
: sub j >c f to error, and no accurate information in
.. f j •*1d is readily available.
Tin- statu of conservation of physical features and 
-drcapes c.-n be rou h! y - -essed from map But
1 - can of the lack of r v \ form system to identify 
th areas, no da * - exists on the status of conservation 
physical fo.itur in isolation. Few studies have
2:1 iiaclo on any particular features although Noble 
able 1974) has written of the present protection of 
mtic biotope:• in South Africa,
lenej- u  ! y , the overall status of conservation in 
autl'i Africr can be evaluated from the "Register oi
•
y-fU j which give the total area conserved, amount in, 
about 3.4 of the whole country. Over half o r
Vh: . ament , f- und in two reserves (Kalahari Gemsbok
atioho . ark uid Kruger National Park).
Mu. fc of the reserves in South Africa (84 ) ar Loss 
. h ")0( ha .m size, which is really quite am ill 
w-.re , ' 7 4 ) (shewn on Map 3 ). This is another
rob!am in nature conservation, based on ecological 
,nd ooneti. -asons. \1 though there is a high 
erc^ntmr ' them,which suggests attempts to satisfy 
con ,tlon rcqulr montn, small reserves are a
h r at,, the urvi/nd of ecosystem, and environ-
1 ,:han.that thro ,t m  the existence Of the *co-
<» *50 k J
J
* - 'if ■
However, these srrvt 11 reserves, many of xhe.n private, 
do help to satisfy visitor deinov; and needs, and are 
suited to the simplest forms of control and management• 
Therefore the advantages of their existence cannot 
be denied.
Do f  i ei ■ ne i  ^n t.huv_ • ; \ ti on
Studies, survey and data on the critical ity of the 
natural environm nt in South U'rica are sadly lacking. 
Edwards ( .".LVV 'J1DS, 107^) is one such reference that does 
discuss the poor coverage of our nature reserves. The 
coverage, ap irt from the large Kruger Park and Kalahari 
Gemsbok, consists of a clustering of reserves along the 
Natal, Southern and South Eastern Cape Province, and 
along the mountainous ar as of South Western, Southern 
and South Eastern Cape Province, and the Natal and 
Eastern Transvaal Ur.ikensb-rg (Map . Edwards and 
others (HEVBERG and authors therein, 1976) consider 
that because of this unenua I spread of areas over the 
counti-y, some vegetation types are not adequately 
represented by conservation areas.
Those botanists concerned about the conservation 
of veld types and plant communities, say it is necessary 
to conserve nt least a representative of each vegetation 
type, and that at least o n e  or a couple 01 reserves are 
established within areas of these species. For some 
vecotatton typos (especially the significant iVnbos),
there should be as much protection as possible, without 
withdrawing j an 1 unnecessari ly from economic production. 
Edwards ..i . u so , in his paper, the deficiencies in 
the conservation of veld typos, of communities that have 
not u good status, that have element, missing, and those 
that have no status at all. He concludes that major 
deficiencies H o  in the Karoo and Grassland types ol 
vegetation. Many of the others lack sufficient con-
- 48 -
Ihos** areas have significance for conservation 
because they are in a critical state and hovering 
on the verge of destruction. In other areas, what 
little 'us not already been destroyed by m;vn, is 
already covered by as much protection as possible.
Table 5 briefly covers areas of deficit and criti­
cal ity in each biome, Physical features and land­
scapes, on the oth -r hand cannot merely be protected 
by conserving a representative of each type of feature, 
because of the uni i u u k" aid diversity of each feature. 
They should be prot cted for their individual unique­
ness , aesthetic, culturil and scientific value in each 
case. Once \ physical feature has been destroyed, a 
representative of the same form is unlikely to be 
exactly reproduced elsewhere.
There is a lack of information on pliysical features 
already destroyed, as well as those in danger of being 
modified and destroyed, but from the analysis in Chapter 
6 , areas most 11’ ely to be affected and to experience 
impacts, can be identified.
Conservation ;uid protection of wild bird and animal 
pifo is based on a similar theory to that o1 vegetation 
types. Adequate representatives of each species are 
stressed, with emphasis on those species which are either 
endangered or rare. Protection of communities is carried 
out through reservation of their habitats and hunting 
grounds, and so location of reserves in size and number 
is important, (as it is for conservation of vegetation 
types). Von Richter (Von Richter, 1974) discusses the 
adequacy of existing conservation areas in relation to 
wild animal species, whether rare, endangered or secure.
He briefly outlines areas where those species are in an 
endangered state of protection, with reference to specific
specie ,,
However, few s u r v e y s  have been carried out on this 
aspect, and little information exist, presently, .and so 
the true nature of the criticality of wildlife carnet
be assessed.
CHAPTER 6
HUMAN
INFLUENCES
— 4 y —
C1I '-T.-i.' 6 !!UT: \ 1 OKS
A nuinboi o i (actors and influences from the human population 
are •- x t r ■ uv L\ sif^nil icant in ssessing the presort impacts 
or lli>' natural environment, md so to help identify the 
adequ < i o. the existing st itus of nature conservation.
Hum in impacts can bo V \ <. -d into their different activi- 
tie" in ord i' to view th ■ iiu" • •> Idual effect of each activity, 
and then t ina ly examined in their totality for an assessment 
of the overall human impact.
6 . 1 T h o  d r b  . a i  ■. t i  < - n  I ' : " -  . -
The man-made environment has had some of the most 
critica and alarminp impacts on the natural landscape. 
Because of the growth of tectmology and scientific 
methods, man has acquired greater and greater powers to 
modify the landscape, Through time the impact of his 
actions has increased, and become wider spread and more 
critical.
(i) Since the arrival of Europeans to settle in South 
Africa at Table Bay (165^), communities have 
spread and settle- through the land. D- velopment 
began within the encircling range of fold mountains 
in the Cape, but soon expanded beyond.
Policies of immigration (1685) and (18-20) 
meant further expansion, beyond the Cape mountains 
and into the Lastt m  Cape (Port Elizabeth).
(ii) The n< ttlement- along the cast coast developed 
rapidly because of their advantageous access by 
sea. Passing ships nd the progress in trading 
encouraged tin development. Nevertheless, there 
did occur expansion inland. ihe ire.it Irek o 1 
1833 lud to the first settlements across the 
Orange River, into Nat -1 and the Transvaal.
When Natal was annexed by Britain in 184j more 
settlement occurred across the Drakensberg from 
the Caj and north of the Buffalo River.
___
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Uii) Th< discovery of dlmnonds in 1869 laid the foun- 
d.it i uii I - t I tirthor urban and economic devel opment 
n ’"inh 1 lie a. Tills brought about the es tab- 
1ishmont ol mining towns in the Western Orange 
irec State fuiti North East Cape (Kimberley). The 
tiiscovery ol gold too resulted in a fantastic 
explosion 01 development anl settlement, initially 
on the ,/itwatcrsrand, and then South into the 
Orange 1 roe State, Earlier discoveries in the 
Eastern Transvaal (Barberton) initiated settlement 
there.
Those throe areas of settlement (i), (ii), (iii), the 
South t C tpc, South last Coast and the inland mining 
towns, developed rapidly once secondary and tertiary 
activities (manufacturing, services, commerce) became 
established. Soon a general rural-urban movement 
began. Suburban housing sprawled out from the core 
towns anl small villages developed in the rural areas. 
This p it t o m  more or less reflects the urban pattern 
today (Map 4 shows this broadly). That is, a few very 
large utb.rn centres, with increasing numbers of smaller 
towns.
The communities that have developed along the coast 
have continued to < xpnnd nd new settlements developed 
for another purpose — 1clsur , The coast is one o 1 the 
country's most outstanding resources and attracts 
thousands fr >m all ov r the country - especially from 
inland, to spend holidays and to 1 ive here.
Continual conflicts with the Bantu have arisen 
throughout hi tory, esp'claIly in the period ol colo­
nization, but it was only with the discovery of 
mineral ; (167 - 19^ :') that the Bantu formed any sort
or urban settlement. mack moved from truly rural 
areas to concentrations of ca* ital ■ ind largo labour 
cajmands. Th y formed squatter-like settlements, peri­
pheral to the hi tv settlements.
___X .
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1 .i., , - i 9 jo saw tho beginnings of influx controls 
and the vs tab 1 islunent oi group areas and the locating of 
1Uneks in restricted areas (native reserves) on the 
1rlnges oi the developing metropolitan are as,
Conditions were sub—standard and became increasingly 
worse.
v'rom i960 onwards saw the period of homeland develop­
ment and 1 .rge scale resettling of urban dwellers in the 
homelands. This continue; today. Urbanization in the 
homelands is small and very slow, despite a deliberate 
stimulation policy.
Besides this pr< -nt pattern of urbanization, the 
goveiTim nt policy of future development should not be 
forgotten. ,t.s laid out in the NPDP (National Physical 
Dcvcloi>merit i lan) proposals for growth polos and growth 
points have been made to be distributed about the country 
in an attempt to balance regional growth and lessen 
inequality. This deliberate government intervention 
has many implications for future patterns of urban 
development.
6.1.1 Implications of Urh uii/aiion on the Natural hnvironment
The spread of urbanization could mean a spread in the 
deterioration of the countryside. Areas of longest 
urban development experience the rorst and most critical 
problems, while newer areas have less problems and of a
less serious nature.
Large concentrations of people demand proximate 
areas for leisure and recreation and this may have 
serious cons*quonces for sensitive and outstanding areas 
in the vicinity. The case of Cape Town demonstrates 
this, where the surrounding coasts and mountains and 
kl oofs ar<- ex ter;. Lvoly used by tho metropolitan popu­
lation and are being r ipidly developed for recreation.
On the Wi twater.-rmd, the Van Id am area and bngnl i esberg 
Mountain Ranges art the popular recreation areas tor the 
population of this me tropo litrut area. existing nature 
reserves ana National I'arks, toe, experience large
- 5 3  -
population influxes from nearby urban areas. Also
ii v 1 lojM.n nti lor the benefit of visitors to those areas
an. < stmotive - facilities and services, access and 
parking.
other necessary urban land uses, too have their 
consequences on the environment and there is nothing 
more destructive than communication systems. The case 
ol the proposed National i'reeway through the Knysna 
forests is a good example of some of the more sensitive 
areas those roads may go through and the type of des­
truction likely. The P'W road system too has its 
problems with the proposed routes across the Magalies- 
berg. Freeways and roads may appear hard and harsh 
against the undisturbed countryside. Obviously much 
destruction con be avoided when special design principles 
are adopted.
The mere existence of and the sprawl of urban 1and 
uses has irreversible impacts in disrupting nature and 
natural processes. Entire areas of wildlife and natural 
vegetation may completely disappear as has happened on 
the Witw.t tors rand, where 1 arge game used to roam and 
where bushvcl I and sour grassveld u cd to grow. Often 
now and alien vegetation may appear to take its place.
The drift of effluents and pollutants from urban 
landuses disturbs the natural environmental equilibrium 
and the impact may b<> far and widely spread, carried 
by air, water or human conveyance.
Urban services create another blot on the landscape 
in the forn of powerlines and powerstations, that often 
cause unsightly vioual impacts where they dominate the 
country and where power lines march across the Ilighveld, 
over the mountains and along the coast. >Vnter pipe­
lines, too, cris -cross the c xmtry and even the 
beautiful, out t in ling Drakensberg, causing ugly scars 
and soil .-rosion. Much of those effects arc avoidable 
when r medial measures arc taken.
Thus, the problem of urban landuses and their impacts
on tho natural landscape depends on their planned 
locations an the design principles used. Besides, 
th^  i ..ii b a reasonable balance established between 
human developments .and conservation, so that some sort
0 equilibrium is maintained. Nevertheless, areas
01 greatest problems exist where urban concentrations 
a e (, i ■.‘ a tost, as sho vrn on l iap 4 .
2oou ^ rtinn Id trihut i -ai nv! b.aisltv
oouth .1r i can population is made up of a considerable 
number oi ethnic gr ups. Those are distributed goo— 
graph!’nily about the country in varying concentrations. 
South ;rica has, in fact, an irrational distribution 
of popu ation in relation to land quantity and quality.
Pockets exist of overcrowding an . degradation and un­
productiveness (the frican Homelands) while there are 
large virtually unpopulated areas at the opposite extreme 
(Karoo).
The largo- t concentrations of urban population are 
found within the four major metropolitan areas.
This population is made up of all ethnic gr ups.
More than a third of the population is found within 
these four areas, covering about ~ of the Republic's 
land. Map 5 -hows the geographic distribution and 
density of tho total popu1 it ion. These metropolitan 
areas contain tho wealth of the coimtry, have most of 
the emp) oyrn-’nt opportunities and have the highest 
average incomes comp red to the rest of the country.
(FOCUS, 1975).
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* tioriit 1 Physical isovaioTjniont PJLun)
WHIT., COLOUR.. jS SI T'S BANTU TOTAL
METRO POl, IT AN . ulEAS 65.4 5^ 87.7 22.5 34.5
OTHER URB 'JN ARE S 23 8 ^5.9 10 10.6 14.4
TOT 'L NON-RUR. L 89.2 77.9 97.7 32.9 49.0
RURAL 10.7 22.1 2.2 20.5 18.2 |
TOT.v. 100 100 100 + 53.5 **67.2
*  Moans that 46.5',, Bantu in Homelands,
*'* J-Z . 7) of total population in Homelands.
Table 6 shows the percentac- of each ethnic group in their 
geographic c! i itributioi', excluding homelands, but indicates 
that less than half the Bantu were resident in the Home­
lands in 1970, but were in the metropolitan and urban 
areas, All these metropolitan areas arc on the coast, 
except the J irgcst, the Witwatersrand.
The homelands experience a very high rural population 
on a very small percentage of the Republic’s land (A3 ). 
Government policy has brought about this phenomena.
Large number live by subsistence farming with few, 
small urban sottlem-nt amongst them. Some of those 
overpopulated areas are along the coast and the others 
apparently randomly located around the Republic.
The population is concentrated mainly in the eastern 
part of th" country where rainfall and other resources 
arc wealthiest. This part of the country, too, expericne t- 
some of the country ’: most out it. Jiding features a m
seen* iy rid o the ic is considerable con 1 1 'r I v *
6.2.1 Imnlic tiens nf l»onu> -t icn di ;trilmUjll 
on tin- "v I • i'"!" I'-nf __________
Large concentrations of people m  urban environment 
have an i n c r e d i b l e  impact on the natural environment i ,  
forms of pollution, waste, dumping, suburban housing, 
city sprawl, etc. Natural re, r exooaed to oxplcl-
tat ion for their resources for modem day living.
itura1 areas close to large population concentrations 
arc' sought for leisure and recreation. The South African 
coast is an outstanding example exploited by inland 
I pu1 tions durin holiday periods. The natural equi- 
1ibriun cl these areas is in danger of being disrupted 
by these migration .
large concentrations of people in urban areas demand 
high standards ol living and nearby and surrounding areas 
are exploited for resources, Large quantities of land
are consumed for this high population to live on, for 
housing, industries, for services and communications.
The large number, in rural areas (homelands) especially, 
may hive an equally crucial impart on the countryside.
These areas are fairly limited in relation to the number 
of people living in them and therefore population density 
per hectare isfjirly high for a non-urban situation. 
Exploitation of ecosystems is immense because the popu­
lation is focussed directly on the resource base (the 
natural environment). This is being exploited because 
of the general lack of alternative resource bases 
available in these homelands.
The problem of population is that in large numbers, 
either rural or urbm, it has an immense impact on the 
natural landscape because this population must be accommo­
dated and must extract resources for purposes of living.
What is more the population increases naturally and so 
there is an increased demand on the land.
i . C ' U i - ' n i  r  T  l . i v i  t . i  * _ _
South African urbanization developed basically frcm the 
discovery of minerals and even today its economy r-sts 
on the continued abundance of these resources. South 
Africa is not a totally developed country, but is still 
developing, and higher rates of economic growth still 
need to bo pursued. The increasing world demands for 
steel, iron and other minerals can be supplied from the 
wealth of South Africa’s resources. Gold mining in
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' ( ' *' 19 1)0011 intensively carried out on the
wfitwatcrsrand and south into the 0range Free State.
Coal mining, t.uo, plays an important role amongst
i li ii -i s minerals and large mining areas stretch 
across the Eastern Transvaal and south into Natal, 
tlany < Lh i n ine >’a I a are mined throughout the country, 
either opencast or underground. Many of these mines 
are some of the world’s most important suppliers of 
these minerals. Map b shows these mining areas in the 
Republic.
Agrici* 1 lure is one of the largest users of soil 
throughout the world and in South vfrica approximately 
8b\> o l the total soil surface in the country is devoted 
to agricultural purposes (VERBKEK, 1973). Soutli Africa 
has, in the p st, provided its own population with 
suiiicient requirements and has had a growing amount 
of surplus for export. Hot/ever, the country's own 
requirements are increasing. Despite having 8^ of the 
countrv for agricultural purposes, only 1 5! can be used 
for cultivation. The rest is used mainly for pastures.
Agricultural production in South Africa is carried 
out intensively, different products in different areas 
- sugar cane on Natal Coast, fruit in the South West 
Capo, and wheat and maize grain s on the Highveld of the 
Transvaal and Orange Free State (Map 6 ). Increased 
demands are being made on South African agriculture for 
greater production and this could have and is having 
in some places serious consequences for the natural 
environment.
The farming of sheep and cattle is another important 
farming concern and is carried out over laige regions 
of the country (Map 6 ) . Sheep farming is intensively 
practised in the Faroe and cattle farming in the northern 
Cape and northern Transvaal as well as very intensively
along parts of the co ist.
Afforestation h vi increased in importance in south 
Africa because of the extremely poor endowment of natural 
forests in the country. Present indigenous forests
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cover about <>, -5l, - of South Africa's land (MALHERBE,
1S73). The forest industry' can boast today of an area
°^  ^’ ’ J '’1 1 *lv 1 "Untry oi man-made forests. However,
bucau.a of tho steadily increasing demands made upon 
forest resource South Africa is nowhere near self- 
sufficient.
oinonir rtiyitios
Lining activ ties have a profound impact on the natural 
environment. fhysi^ni changes in the landscape occur 
and 1 trge and unsightly sc,.rs remain. New and artificial
physical landscape featj res may result totally changing 
the original features - one need think of the dumps and 
slimes dams on th<- Vi waters rand and Orange Free State, 
Indigenous fuur and ; ora may ie totally destroyed, as 
has happened or t .e Reef and outstanding physical features 
disfigured as lias happened with quarrying in the Kagalies- 
berg. Often larr~o quantities of topsoil are removed 
and destroyed. With the initiation of mining activities, 
arose the c tablishment of mining villages and other 
secondary activities, which consequently increased the 
size of there towns, and so has spread and increased 
human influence in an area. The recent proposal to 
mine in Kruger Park has caused a tremendous outcry from 
the public who are concerned about the impacts it. will 
be likely to h xve on one of the few totally undisturbed
wild areas I"ft in the country.
Agriculture, especially with intensification, creates 
an increasing pro ur« on the ecosystems and has marked 
effects on tho natural environment eg. as in Britain. 
Additional land that is taken over for agriculture, 
bocoufi-' of optimum conditions offered for cultivating, 
reduce, the natural vegetation and may modify physical 
features. Clearing of land as well as harvesting and so 
reduction of plant cover causes erosion and washing 
away or blowing away of topsoil. The practice of 
agriculture necessarily effects and changes the original
ecosystems and the intensity of cultivation determines 
th nntun ot 1.1><• physical and biological environment. 
Pesticides and fertilizers used in agriculture, too, 
have widespread effects on nearby natural areas. Many 
of these eliccts on the environment are not inevitable, 
depending on agricultural management and its balance 
with natural ecosystems.
Animal farming n:oy affect varieties and avail ability 
of natural vegetation. Diseases they carry may affect 
and ki,1 wildlife they come into contact with. Over­
use of grazing lands results in overgrazing and damaging 
the ecosystems.
Afforestation implies, as with agriculture, dis­
ruption of the natural environment as 1 and is cleared 
for planting, and so the disappearance of original eco­
systems . further, there is intense use of the already 
diminishing water resources in South Africa. However, 
the advantages of afforestation outweigh the disadvantage
Forests can be regarded as natura ' recreation areas 
and are usually scenically appealing. Man-made forests 
besides indigenous forests, offer sanctuary, for wildlife 
The practice of forestry has, which s the most important 
fact, succeeded in the prevention of exploitation of 
indigenous forests.
Generally most economic activities in South drica 
rely on resources in the natural environment- and tli< i < — 
fore, any form of economic development in any field, 
whether for mining, n< riculture, alforestation or animal 
farming, i likely to involve .•some disturbance of natural 
ecosystem . Most economic activities are long-term 
in nature and this mean an ov-n longer period of effect 
on the landscape, if not irreversible, certainly such 
that the ecosystems may never return to their original
state.
Socio-hconcm ir d>rlorg
Different culture croups as well as rural and urban 
communities may often bo expected to have different
I<-nvi ronmont. ' rb.in comnumitif , are conorally charac- 
t‘‘r 1 / l hy nn attitude to J ife ol priorities of hich 
' ( 11 x " 11 ‘ tr ving fer higher material stan—
11 <J! 1 lx bi i{ur : L communities and farmers expect
moi- b.i ' 1 ( need . in l i l e  an., may live in creator harmony 
 ^1 1 b 11'tiii o, his may not necessarily bo true — con­
sidering the Home I ii' .
Board . t ai tDO'dD, D.‘V1L:3 &. JR, 197< ) did a 
survey of the Structure of the South /frican Space 
Economy and howed n number of surfaces, one particularly 
of socio-economic levels of welfare in South vfrica.
The variables include gross domestic product, income, 
education and employm nt characteristics. hap 7, repro­
duced from the article,indicates levels of hifth welfare 
correlating with the major metropolitan and urban areas 
in the north and e st and a few places on the plateau 
and on the coast. These contrast with homeland areas 
that display 1ow economic activity and poor qualities 
of social welfare. Ethnic group attitudes to the natural 
environment ar' often reflected in their behaviour in it. 
Urban c mrmniti character! ed by all groups rely on 
the m xn—ni ' environment for their needs in life and 
the v itura I environment may ol t' n sui l t;r as a consequent e 
- through the e ploitation m o  degradation of resources. 
Afrir an groups e 111 v d in the homelands 1 iv'- by subsistence 
farming anu have cau ed overgrazing and burning cl large 
trac t » of I an.i and erosion ol the lanusc.ipe.
Coloured on- sian group;, being nearly all urbanized 
share similar v - uo to whit*' urban c  mmunii les anu 
groups ( » - do i 2-b n I a- - *) •
Impiir 1 , u. or_,.'oeio- .c.nomje. factors
on til' ' u; ■ I . nv i r 'i)i i-dtt
The impllcatirMM of I.TK- concentration, of relatively 
affluent ,nu ducatc, ,»ople a f  important for the 
impact th-ir beh-.vleur and ittitulva may have in the 
environment. Affluent croup, now experience creator 
amount: of leieure and recreation time than ever before.
aujiijOA
T
“'n
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This moans more anrl more people have the opportunity 
and ability, with the increase in mobility, to visit 
open spices and the open countryside. Mobility moans 
1 arf: numb i ate likely to have impacts on the remotest
places, further and further from the urban areas.
Affluence too moans more sophisticated and a ^renter 
ran‘*e ol facilities m d  services demanded in holiday 
and recreation areas. This del oats the requirements 
people desire, ol n chance to temporarily "return to 
nature because o t the incrc 'r, Ln^ modifications of the 
na tux'a i environment, and yet their refusal to be without 
their luxuries.
Generally the greater the rise in the material standard 
of living, the greater must be the modification of nature, 
because of the increasing demands on the natural resources. 
South 'Jfrxcan population is experiencing these higher 
and higher standards and so demands ^nd consequent im­
pacts are also increasing.
The effects of areas of low socio-economic welfare 
(as in the Homelands) arc equally disrupting. Inefficient 
and traditional farming metlio 's and lack of education 
about resource utilization is reflected in the treatment 
of the n ■tural environment. Though the standard of living 
is much lower in non-urban areas, lowest especially in 
the Homelands, it is the sheer weight of numbers on the 
land that, along with the way of life that exceeds the 
envi ronn 'nt1s ability to survive. iso their way o t 
life focussed directly on the resource base means immediate
harm to the land.
In all , socio-economic factors as they affect the 
treatment of the landscape, depend much on group values 
as well as education. A community's attitude to its 
standard of living is reflected in the consequences in 
nature. In order for the natural environment to survive, 
there is a need for an environmental consciousness, 
regardless of whether people are affluent or not, or 
of their standard of living.
SYSTEM
CHAPTER 7: OF CONTROL
m m -^-tr— —I----
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7 SYST!"' CONTI>0L
The fin 1 section for analysis is that of the system of control 
over the natural environment. This covers the state pro­
vincial and private sectors involved, as wo 11 as the 
Legisiative framework.
7,1 Brief History
Since the time of the first settlement in South frica, 
pioneers have destroyed plant and animal life as they 
moved inland. Xfrican tribes moving south at the 
same tine also destroyed wildlife and flora. ‘he 
vnglo-Boer war was a period that also caused great 
losses. nimal diseases of the cattle killed off wil<- 
life. The establishment of settlements meant the 
clearing of forests .ui i of natural vegetation lor agri­
culture and building. Burning and overgrazing added
to th. destruction.
Howevor tho.o in Authority were not oblivious to
whnt WAS happening. Governor, attempted some measures
of control over hunting with permit s y s t e m s ,  that dated
back as early as l66y. It va. not until 18'.-. that
president Krueer realised that permit restrictions a
wore inadequate, and so he establish- ! a gnma rc.rin .
- which formed the basis of the Uruger Nntiona a .
u r 1 ' hat includes the whole nation. Figure 3 
; hi structure.
'P.( o Plnnnin n_ th . tn-i fon’ucnt
responsible for a co-ordinated long-term 
National plan of physical development as manifested 
;u the National Physical Development Plan (M'al )
i.l sc broadly co-ordinates aspects involved in 
v Lronmental con »ei*vation through the Council 
i tin Environment ( igurc 3) hut lays down no 
: cy ar strategy for nature conservation. ih-' 
tional Committee for Nature Conservation (X -COH)
, presently "nv In drawing up a national con-
rvation plan co-ordinated with the N.-.'.P.,
o that physical development and the natural environ­
ment may be perceived and treated together. This 
h been initiated at the request of the Department 
,f Planning an 1 the Environment. Presently only 
m r v  ys are being carried out ,1 beyond this stage 
•ttle work has been done.
je p- ~ i ri< i ■ t of 1 o r e ' d ry
... :onc«mod With the numaeot-nt of all ImUcenou. 
fweete In the caunt,V and the acquisition of lan
.or .trorestation, for protection and manneement.
„  of its lands through the Mountain Catchmen 
. , ,t and ereFt net.
rartment i. concornod with the multiple 
u state lands for the
•stablishmont of wilderness areas, nature 
reserves and protection of (orest,.
the promotion of outdoor recreation
,) th.. prot otion or mountain catchmont aroao
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(iv) the reclamation of drift3and arrag, and
(v) for the production of wood and related 
activi ti<' ;.
Department of .frriculture Technieai Services
(a) concerned with soil and water conservation
(b) the Botanical Research In stitute is concerned 
with surveys and research.
(c) the Botanical Society established the Botanical 
Gardens Society for the protection of indigenous 
flowers and the control of alien vegetation.
k D o )» i r t n e n t  o f  I n l u s t r i a  s
(a) it coi serves and controls marine fishing r< source
(b) controls industrial waste and effl .nt originating 
from fishing industries.
5  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  ' .  i " " ' A
(a) the control of dust and mine effluents
(b) the grassing of dumps for control of air pollution.
6 P o p p  r t r v ' n t  o f  " d j J J l
research and control of pel r.ants affecting health.
7 Nat i nn ^
manages national park .
,8 Department o f_ _L'.UJC1L:— -—
(a) promotes and establishes nvtun r serv
home Lands
(b, carries out a program of "iWlife management.
•3 Provincial
The lYansva d Previn^ Nature Conservation
province to e s t a b l i s h  a Division
in 19^7, us inf; n. multi-disciplinary staff. Responsi­
bilities of the divi ion e pondrrl from fauna and flora to 
include fishing concerns.
The Cape Conservation division as a separate division, 
was not established until i 95 ^ and until then fauna and 
flora was a provincial administration concern. With 
the change, responsibilities also expanded and became 
more varied and diversified. In 19 7 ^  the Department 
became the Department of Nature and Environmental
Conservation.
The Grange free State followed much the same path 
as the former two provinces but a Division ol Nature 
Conservation was only established in 19^ 5•
In Natal the Natal Paries, Gome and :-'ish Preservation 
Board was established in 1 9 ^ 7  with the responsibility 
of manacinc reserves and advising on coastal and fishing 
concerns. In 1 9 6 8  the Board took over all respons 1- 
bilitics for Nature Conservation and the development
of areas for recreation.
To date these 4 provinces still have the major 
responsibilities in nature conservation, althouCh methods 
of operation and administration have chanced over time 
Each province fulfills a number of common functions, that, 
a , thou„  they are similar, vary in t h e i r  different appli-
cations;-
*•* = = & -  r ; : : : - " : - . n . . .
1 1 1 1 1 = - '  
adequately.
(b) ^ a t i ^ n  - to reintroduce plants and animals.
«•> • -
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(d) '■< i l<i i i I'o ! t. - (‘specially of food, water
and habit.it;.
^o) Probl(‘in niin-''__~ authorities control these
and assist farmers in controlling them on their 
properties. They attempt to avoi< having to kill, 
Such problem animals incJude monkeys, rabbits, 
r o d e n t s , ana other mimals that disturb cattle etc.
(f ) l j <11 a m  - .’ii ' 1 uri - attempt to control it and
carry out research in the some direction
(g) , stab 1 i shnent of Re e-r-v’- s - must be largo enough
for provision of habitats of many forms of wild­
life, threatened by encroaching pressures.
(h) iiducation and Information - all departments are in­
volved in educating the public through the media, 
lectures, exhibitions, addresses, etc.
private ( rg 'ni/ation i
T h e e  voluntary bodies are established by the public vho 
arc concerned for the future of wildlife, for the protec­
tion of fauna and flora and for the wise utilisation an,
development of the country's resources. Some of the
more prominant organizations arc :
(l) S. No tnr <jl
" ^ f i l i a t e d  to the World Wildlife ihmd.
<e)
(b ) raise funds for use in conservation.
(4) u, '.IH fo ioc'Qty of Seutliorn_l,ul^
TZolTvZTlM  ordinances
in Transvaal and Nat.il*
R e p u b l i c .
«
acts as a forum for the interchange of ideas on 
Wildlife i-.anagoment through symposiums, etc,
(4 ) t i "nal Ve 1r. Trust
(a) their non-profit objective is the promotion 
of conservation development and improvement 
of natural resources in South Africa
(b) encourage preservation of soil, veld, 
vegetation and water.
(c) involved m  nature and environmental conser­
vation and support conservation projects - 
Green Heritage and .'ator Year.
(5) Sc c ie tv ''or 'The Protection of the ronmont 
informs ind promot s public sensit iv.i > .
(6) There are a number of scientific societies, who 
through their different activities also promote 
conservation m d  assist in surveys and research 
eg. S. . Mountain Club, S. >. association of
Botan'sts,
Pr ; v ' 1 ' ■ rs
Private inndowners interested in nature and enthusiastic 
conservora could proclaim their farms as private nature 
reserves end thus their Basic and flora are afforded 
protection by the • ravine ini Nature Conservation vet.
V M S  system .at pi «< appltea only to the Transvaal
and th • C po and is a purely voluntary movement.
Example.- of private reserve. ,ro the Timbavati Private
Nature ll-aerve and abi bands Casio Itor.-rve.
•Vom this bri V outline of the organisational structure
in South frica, it c-„ bo ,e m  that the vholo system
appear 1 unco-or i n - t e d  both in function .and structure.
bach body, either publ-c, private or qua/i-rubUc,
pursues its o a, bje iiv , from its own goals ana
implements its oun action- in an ad hoc fashion.
-  7^ ~
Liaison bot^/cen bodios of similar and complementing 
functions iu little, if at all existent.
7.6 don lb i.vi -I. ■!» t:.j Logjiln 13 on
Law is a too.! for nan to use and is a basis for some 
kind of action, essentially to minimize and channel 
conflict. 1 an uses Jaw to combat his oxm short- 
sifhte ness. rhe ultimate aim of law in nature conser­
vation 1. not only the protection of the environment 
for it- own s:xl:c, but <J for the protection of human 
int"rests, Man use environmental law for a number 
9. reasons:-
(i) physical considerations
(ii) n-'Stli-'t j c roa ■< n; (re serves, wildlife conservation, 
etc. )
(iii) to cor. rve n.ture for its ovm sake ie. to accord 
nature an independent right to an undisturbed 
exlstence.
(iv) man's moral obligations eg. protection of animals
^environment .1 law is an open ended definition, for 
it re a 1ly ccv r 11 rules and regulations that conserve 
or protects the earth's natural resources. Rut in South 
Africa environmental law basically includes:
(l) pollution control
(4 the conservation of natural resources (RdBIK, 1976)
fhus the objective of (l) and (j) is to ensure that the 
e n v i r o n m e n t  will remain habitable for man so he can 
fulfill both his physical and spiritual noods.
.6 . J r.>.t dantrol
Pol l u t i o n  control in environmental law is carried out 
by me.,no of a nu m b e r  of act, of parliament such a,BEiErHEErr;
6 differ nt aspect :
1. air pollution 
water pollution
3. noise pollution
4. pesticides
5. ionizing radiation control
6. solid waste management.
Pollution control, together with the conservation of 
natural resources ar the major me. n of prot cting, 
preserving an 1 caring f r th natural environment.
The ]',on' rv * t ■ nr. ■ ~ ' s lur ; H ’^ out’ce.s
This is the older form of environmental concern, brought 
about by farsighted individuals and groups who first 
awakened r conscious ness of the need to conserv «-nv ii nii- 
mert. This early concern r suited in acts such as
the National Pori s ct (19^6 ) and the Veld and Forest 
Conservation ct (I9 4 l) and the Soil Conservation Act
(1946).
Recently it has been recognized that envirorun'nta, 
concerns are land use oriented whore environmental
■
Tt has b e n  rc-cogni-z.-d that naoquato land use planning 
is thnroioro a naceeanry condition of potentially 
successful pollution control and the conservation of
natural rerour^ .
Tills was no doubt the objective vith the promul -at ton
of the nr_ _ .....T *""  " f
. C t .  80 of 1"67 ( -hioh .urecsts by its nemo an al.l em­
bracing physic il planning and resource control).
However, this act, in fact, dells basically with 
e s t a b l i s h m e n t  of ndustry and related matters and the 
e s t a b l i s h m e n t  of controlled areas for such uses os
specially i or the preservation of land for use for 
specific purposes. Within the ict provision is made for
"natural areas" that can be used in 1 the interests of 
and for the benefit anu enjoyment of the public in general 
an 1 for the reproduction, protection and preservation of 
wild animal life, wild vegetation or objects of geological, 
ethnological, historic or other scientific interest".
Besides this provision, the Act regulates planning 
on a nation il scale and integrates all Land use into a 
guide plan ( ppondix B contain; extracts of this Act).
Of relevance to this discussion is the conservation 
of environmental resourc s. In South ifrica this is 
dealt with mainly in two categories;
(1) soil conservation
(%) wildlife conservation
A. Soil CoTV^Tvat i on
Conservation of soil and related matters are enforced 
by a number of acts, Som of the better 1 cnown and 
m o r e  pertinent will bo discussed.
(a) an important l andmark in South frican environ­
mental legislation was the do i I Corservntion 
h r) of 1946. It dealt with problems of soil and 
erosion nn< also became a basis for co-operation 
between the state and fanning communities. 
Conservation schemes were carried out in districts 
that were in fined and established*
(b) til ' ' O'.oi tre.as Act. 63 of
centralized the protection of mountain catchment 
areas through the Department of forestry.
This shows a more- integrated approach to -oil, 
vegetation and water conservation and as the 
c o n s e r v a t i o n ,  use, management and control of 
entire ecosystems falls under one body.
(C) The ore
^ n  a^d other produce and sots aside state
forests for protection and conservation of
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water supplies , the ■‘vention of s aiv lei rift 
and the on tab I i shmon v nature reserves and 
wilderness areas. 
These are probably the most important of the Acts 
of Parliament, but many others do exist together with 
numerous amendments.
U 1 3a  ■ 1 1  C e  d o u s , '  t ' v a t  i e n
There is an intimate relationship between soil 
conservation and wildlife conservation as they both 
depend on the re- - - s t ab1i shmen t and maintenance of 
the vegetation. Therefore the af or'-mentioned .lets 
are also relevant when discussing the protection ol 
wild1ife.
Sinc< th* earliest settlements in .'outh Africa, 
wildlife hunting has been restricted. Eventually 
each province dealt with wildlife protection under 
sop irate provincial ordinances until 19&7, wh^n 
the four were combined into the Nature Conservation 
Ordinance, that dealt with the Conservation of 
indigenou p mt 3 as well as animal wi Id Life.
Increasing pressures of urban life lead to the 
realization of the necessity for wildlife sa actuaries 
as a cultural heritage and for recreational purposes. 
This is seen in the estab1ishmonu of:-
a) Mn t. i iin -1 , url.M - controlled by the National 
Parks 130 vrd and defined as mentioned earlier by 
the l.U.C.N. These parks are established and 
maintaim-d by an ct of Parliament - the National
Parks vet.
b) Mntnro .re controlled and admin-
at ■: i fforont level, as well as by private 
landowners. Th, y arc act aside for the preser­
vation and preparation of indieonou. fauna ana 
flora and for reasons of scientific and aesthetic
interest.
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c) Forestry > r<r-yrs ~ defined as areas in which in­
digenous 1lora, especially forests are controlled, 
managed and protected by the Department of 
Forestry.
d ) ooa f\'■ ■ r'rv1 *^  - their exclusive proposal is for
the protection of crayfish. They falI under
the control of the Division of Sea Fisheries.
e) Wildern>'ss Ar«-s - these areas fall under State
control. They are identified by their primitive 
conditions of plant and animal life. All forms 
of development and communication systems are 
excluded.
Provinci il reserves are protected by the Provincial 
Ordinances (which also make provision for reserves 
held in private ownership) Municipal reserves and 
parks protected by local authorities.
Besides reserves and parks, the natural environ­
ment is also protected by the National Monuments Act,
^8 of 1969, that provides for the establishment ol 
property of aesthetic, historical, archaeological 
and scientific value. Wildlife is therefore also 
included. National Monuments such as Table Mountain 
a-id the Modjadji Forest are offered protection under 
this Act,
Wildlife sanctuaries are not immune to interference 
from outside or deproclamation and this raises a large 
political question. Deproclaimed reserves include 
Dongol 1 Wildlife Sanctuary and l.toshn National Park. 
Part of Kruger National Park now awaits its fate as 
mining surveys arc made and depending on the decision 
to mine, may r-sult in n deproclamation of this par­
ticular area, or an amendment to the National Parks Act,
7.6.5 |no I M-"t Inn ; of i :nv i romM.-ni • I ' fd -J . Sj-iSS
measureThe existing legislation at least offers some
to the natural landscape. It may boof protection
considered an adequate system for one still in the 
early stages of growth,with sonie acts as excellent 
measures of control. However, on>' of the greatest 
problei .s is that th<' entire system is said to be 
ineffectively enacted (R.BIE, 1976), particularly 
some of the Acts. The non-involvement of some of 
the private landowners, especially farmers, and a 
basic lack of environmental consciousness, ±s a major 
failure within the system. This lack of environmental 
education also widely exists amongst the positions o t 
authority and power, which are concerned with nature
conservation.
The South /frican environmental legislation lacks 
some overall framework to guide its evolution. lor 
example, the United States h«td the National Environmental 
Policy Act, 1970, in which th<- harmonious relationship 
between man and his environment is stressed. Under this 
act, Federal , .ministration agencies are compelled to 
consider environmental values in the decision-making 
processes and to make public the iikeiy impact of these 
actions. Environmental Impact Assessment too, has 
become a voluntary component in the planning process and
in many stites it is compulsory.
South Africa has only one national body concerned 
with conservation issues - the National Parks board, 
which appears to be more involved in political issues ana 
until recently profit motivated activities, more than 
conservation matter:. The so-called •Department oi 
Planning and the Environment" is not much more than a 
National Co-ordinator of bodies engaged in conservation, 
environmental issues as well as physical planning, 
despite it n-me. It directly enforces no controls 
nor actively conserves tin landscape. The provincial 
system is a more effective one, with semi-autonomy in 
each province and a greater, active role in nature 
conservation. Those bodi, s too, have a clearer idea 
of their duties as conservation bodies, than do the 
state bodies. Nevn.thcloss, provinces do have problems
' i-1 1 uid co-operation between them in con- 
11 terns and landscapes that cross provincial
h a m e  r
n id' r.'ble concern in environmental is ;u<*s, is 
1 '* d-M' r ntly relative oase with which nature reserves 
n< natural areas can be deproclaimed. Tills strong, 
i ticnI motivation is of concern to the existence of 
ueh area , th it may have potential lor some other 
i n-'ce sary "in the national interest". This atato- 
iit appears to have considerable influence in political 
i: os, especially where the South African economy is
t stak<- - consider areas as deproclaimed for mining 
and the possibility in Krugei- Park). It is unfortur ate 
such is sues are normally based on economic needs of the 
present .and that a more long-teri elution is not considered, 
/or once the area has been exploited and degraded and all 
potential taken from it, often little future benefit 
can be gained f rot., these derelict areas.
In general the situation of South African environ­
mental legislatic .s one where the whole system is 
lagging behind the changes in growth .and development.
The growth of population, of the economy and of moderni­
zation is over taking the system, which is not being 
cnanged to keep pace with this growth, /.Iso there has 
been a very definite change in awareness and attitude to 
the environment and so a change in goals in environ­
mental conservation has come about. Ihe system ot 
control has b e e : slow to adapt ,o the changes in these 
goals - one may think of the earliest conservation, 
which was concerned merely with protecting game, whereas 
concern today has been extended to include their entire 
habitats. The control system is, however, slowly being 
changed Lo meet this objective. Nevertheless, the 
tempo of change in growth, education, the economy, etc. 
n e c e s s i t a t e ,  a  speeding up in this adapt,tion process.
ih.- inr.an Impact : Summary
To n overal I perspective of the intoneity of
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human influences on the landscape, map 8 shows th- sun 
of all the aforementioned factors (Mans I - 7)» es they 
affect South '.frica. \dierc presented individua v, 
factor may not appear as acute, together th< tota 
situation may have a greater impact and establish 
serious problem situation. \reas of t. -t intern: 
pressures, shown by the darkest hatching (an< out! .n  ^
in rod) indicates areas of th< most serious problem 
likeiy. The ar -as reflecting this ituation irt pre­
dominantly the metropolitan areas.
The problem of human impacts can be a n a l y s e d  i n  
degrees of intensity of the impact. Map 8 shows 
varying intensities where some areas range from 6 p r -  -  
dominant acti es found together, to only one >i tv., 
together in o ..vr areas. These are found in combina­
tions of different types and intensities of activxti' ,
that max 'ave harmful consequences for the landscape.
Thcs ireus coulc be ranked in terms of the serious­
ness of the problem in that area, by a system of sconn, 
and weighting, from the determination of the number ot
activities nd of the intensity.
The most crucial areas which are the 4 major metro- 
politan regions, would be considered priority issues in 
olicy formulation. Physical development, has
fact fc >en considered, in isolation, in the .Nation,. 
Physical Development Plan. rhis attempt a to
imbalances of physic-1 development.
■W
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CHAPTER 8-.
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THE PROBLEM
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cii '; 'r ^ s t  ’T.ci.Trr u tiic pitont
Interpret 'tj on ot tho information gained from tho annlysis, 
confirms that thoro arr» problems with the process and structure 
of nature conservation in South Africa. The priority issues 
identified can be formed into an overall statement of the 
p. >b 1 c m .
8. L One of the main problems identified, is a general lack 
of data on features in the natural environment. In­
sufficient knowledge is held on nature and there is a 
lack of oduc it j on th it it tempts to fill this g;v .
The over ill situation regarding these it ms in danger 
o f  destruction and exploitation in the natural environ­
ment cannot be accurately assessed because of this lack 
of data c o v e r i n g  these is ues. The reason for this may 
be because there is no recognized procedure or set of 
parameters, against which environmental criteria can be
measured or identified in order to assess the ;
( a ) important $ of th se natural areas (economically, 
commercially, aesth ticaly, recreationally) and
(b) their - tntu on a scale of criticality, i.e. the 
rate at which they are in fact being destroyed.
6.Z At tho same time, there is no standard system of control
which states where, or at what point conservation ought 
to begin, or that states levels of criticality that can 
be permitted. In other words, there is no system that 
allows for planm i amounts of environmental modification,
exploitation, etc.
8.3 . roll th" nnnly"! It w ■ 0 ‘ 1 v  ' ' ''
while .-om. fentnres in th- nnturnl environment nr.
well, to fnirly veil con-orv.a, others experience 
cross insd.nunei' - of cons.-rvotion, i.e. there is on 
unequnl .it trihutlon of corv ervnt ion areas, in 
relation to their need, and an nd hoc approach to 
the actual conservation of the natural environment.
J
(b) there is rm irrational distribution of hum;n 
i evi> 1 opmcnt nd use of the country due to the 
suit.ib i I i ty o ' th*>so irons b.vsci on :
I ' 1 r source (for cultivation, mining, gr izinc, 
etc. )
(ii) n«*.»ds for urbanization that an area may provide. 
( iii) recreational potonti il
(iv) government policy (wi h respect to the home- 
ianua, for I irge populations)
The situation discussed in (a) and (b) have 
resulted basically because there is no general 
plan c r procedure to follow for either ;
(1) conservation, or for
(^ ) development (thou : a the National Physical Develop­
ment plan ;oe exist, supposedly to guide develop­
ment, as will the proposed guide plans).
This means that con rvation and developments arc 
carried out on an ad hoc basis, generally separately 
f-om each other, resulting in conflicts between the two 
activities. It has a I way appeared th it nature conser­
vation has b. >n on the losing end, with the priority
given to urban eve lop at an' hum *n u " ■ •
The system of control nnd the leelslatlvo framework is 
not keeping price with th tempo of growth and change in 
social, economic and technological sphere. Consequent­
ly the control system for conservation is incongruont 
with the needs of the current situation.
In summary, the overall problem can bo stated as one 
where no framework or procedure exists within which there 
can be an tdentlfK -;lon of the needs of conservation 
and within which there is a set of guideline, and restric­
tions for controlling and directing human use and develop-
ment in and around natur U ar aa.
These problems indicate a need to find a method
capable of c o p m g  with t diversity of problems.
CHAPTER
TOWARDS A 
CONSERVATION 
POLICY FOR 
SOUTH AFRICA
The problems that have been identified require a strategy 
for solving them. At the same time a g'neral framework is 
required in terms of which to develop a nature con ervation 
policy th t wil I c o v r  the whole country. Only the priority 
issues can be dealt with at this ■ tago, as it must be romombered 
that, because of the comp] xity of the problem, <as well as 
r e s o u r c e s  available for this dissertation, only the base of 
the s t r a t e g y  can b^ established. This base will consist oi 
a set of fui elines that V>nU to further broadening of the 
policy an I of solving problem .
9 • 1 Con -■•'■rv ' t i. on fn |
Th1'1 policy diouli be to o tab I ish a classification system, 
that will categorize areas in the natural environment in 
terms of the e; tnt to which they can be developed.
This classification could tlien resolve priority issues by:-
(n) classifying areas in accordance with their inherent 
natural valuei and sensitivity to nan-induced
influences uul to
(b) classify areas in accordance with their value lur 
man and their capacity to provide for different 
uses, at different intensities.
Little planning and management can be carried out on 
1 nature con.ervation .trntenr vlthout this classification, 
for it forms the primary tart;nf point. It shoulu 
be .tressed tlist this classification is by no means a 
fins,, inflexible solution, for once it ha, been derived,
It toJJI be put into practice and tested in the Held and 
bo modified. Nevertheless it does provide a point at.
w h i c h  t h -  e n t i r e  p r o c e s s  c a n  h e , . i n .
Development of this classification befins with a s,
Of cesses of natural areas. These classes must allow
for :
(e) Increasing I n t  nsity of human use, and
(b) incrcnsinc diversity of uses by man.
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These conditions will, however, b<> regulated by :
(a) the resources and value of the areas as related 
to human needs and dee Ires, as well as upon
(b) the intrinsic worth and value the area has for 
itself (refer Table 4)
The classification sy.tom as a whole will b” very broad 
in nature outlining :
(a) the general character of the are- for each class,
(b) the optimal size of areas, that is suitable within
each class,
(c) location of areas in each class
(d) restrictions and limitations on human development
and u se,
(e) management and control techniques suitable for 
each iss, and
(f) the 1 r 1 status de--i.r ■ for areas in each class, 
to ensure their secured protection.
Table 7 sets out the above described classification 
system and lays down guidelines for use, development and 
management of natural areas•
0 r r: •11>' ' * I'j n i o i -i c y
This conservation policy, as previously mentioned, is 
the first necessary step in developing a 1 r.u.v ..ink, 
however, it will not have any effect, un 3 it is 
hackee up by ■ ice,1 and administrative structure.
This orcnnizational structure must have the power to 
enforce the acceptance of the conservation policy ana have 
the ability to ensure its implementation. The organiza­
tional structure should be so formed as to include public,
q u a s i - p u b  I i c on,, private  ..  each having some reeon-
nizabi e function. Steps towards structuring an orgsni- 
a .an- i fr.imowork should involve :



'1 ■ " “‘f'-ini i i on o i the duties, purposes and role , of
11 ‘ '*i • concern* 1 with environmental conservation,
“ 1 ^ >>er i*1 its man ■ cement, its planning or its 
protection.
v)nco this h s been accomplished, they need to assess 
the adequncLos of their roles in coping with modern 
pressures, problems and conservation needs in the 
av Lronmcnt, and
eeor iingly th-'ir scone <-md responsibility should bo 
revised to sa t i s f y  these needs,
dj the!r powers should expand to cope with the conser­
vation policy.
fhe .agi l it i.vc framework, too requires assessment and 
nntiificati<n and should be determined from looking at
(a) to (d) above. The procedure for achieving the
riituro cor. rv tion policy, v/ould operate within both the 
organizational and legislative frameworks as indicated in 
-•'igxire 4 . This should serve to ensure a well organized 
and well protect'd nature conservation system that is 
recognize' I in national and provincial pians, propose s 
and policies.
i • ’ ■ 1 . M « • M 11 fr. 1 j ry
With the acce it nee ol > conservation policy, together 
with an o r e  .ni* .tion >1 policy, it is nov necessary to 
define a way of implementing the policy. This procedure 
will be nucess-.ry for the curryinfi out of policy and for 
the logical progression into the next stage of the 
approach. figure 4 shows the structure of the t.-
implementation procedure to be followed in the develop­
ment of a mo.  tailed policy, with objectives for
nat,ur< con sorva i <»n.
the entire opro.tch wil, be based on the classification
system. .  ^ ,
ni ,y will bo used to broadly
the fcur <■1 tu 1 • : J ’ ' .
'
KIGURh i STRUCTUHF OF THF, WOCEDURR 
RKQUlIM.It ro I MI’I.l'MI.NT A
c o n s Kity a r m x  police
Social, Economic
factors
chfcK if
nerds met
Organizational and Legislative Framework 
to guide, control X implement the St rat agx
Pub 1 _c 
Rod i es
The 
Puhiic
Private 
Rodies
(juazi-public
Bodies
Claesif cation System
Needs for Conservation 
Indicated
Analysis of Areas 
for Conservation \ .«lue
Detailed Strategy for a 
Single Biome/all Biomes
Zone Areas based 
on Classification System
Set of Criteria 
Parameters, 
Principles, and 
Character!sties
Broadly Identify 
Natural Are is in 
One Biome/A11 Biomes
til -s, in->.13 Should bo analysed for their conservation 
va u ,  ^ ' * upon x sot ol standard parameters to :
(a) assess land potential for human use,
( b )  evaluate the land with respect to its suitability 
toi d i t t cront uses bn o d  on economic, aesthetic and 
other combined considerations,
(c) assess the ecological characteristics and attributes 
of 4 he area based on a set of ecological principles 
such as :
(i) endemism and rarity,
(ii) quality,
(iii) vulnerability,
(iv) diversity, etc.
(d) the status of the above criteria should be assessed 
with respect to their being :
(i) endanger >d,
(ii) secure,
(iii) near extinction,
(iv) critical, fitc.
(e) the destructive forces impinging on an area. These 
include :
 ^i ) human pressures $ population, economic, it ,,
( i i )  biological processes and change causing
likely destruction.
arising out of the a n a l y s i s  should be the conservation 
needs and so the focus towards vliich a policy should load.
after this detailed analysis, natural areas should be 
zoned into classes 3 - IV in accordance with their
suitability for :-
(a) different human us-'^ ,
( b) varying intensities of human use,
(c) conservation and preservation
(these are the b a s i n  functions of the classification system)
hvrcci f tor a detail od policy and objectives, based on the 
broad quidelines of the classification, may be elaborated, 
dependinp on : -
(a) unique characteristics that demand speciali zed 
treatment,
(b) special requirements of that area,
(c ) particular problems of that area.
At this point, it would be useful to check the pro­
posed policy against the nee is of conservation of that 
biome/those biomos, to see if these needs have been 
satisfied and that identified problems have been solved 
or partially solved.
(Icn'T 11
A policy for nature conservation cannot be developed 
in isolation without consideration of the interrelation 
between the natural environment and human development 
^nd uses. A policy combining these two aspects should 
be followed in such a way as to achieve the best possib'e 
advantages for man and nature together, without causing
changes in environments 1 quality.
Presently the NI'LP (",tion.il Physical Development Plan) 
is beinr implemented for the control of areas for living 
and working in, and proposed guide plans are being pre­
pared to conform with this National Plan. However, 
th so policies cover only the physical aspect of South 
African development and it is strongly recommended that 
the Nature Conservation policy should bo incorporated with 
it This is to ensure a total national framework covering
ecological and biological facets, as well as physical and
human demands and needi.
Totrl co-opcrntlon and liaison will then he required
mcnt these polici1' •
zJX.
it < nly by incorporating al1 those factors and 
CVJ t''1 1 1 • tillt • complete framework can be deve oped. 
However, it. is n.-t the objective of this dissertation
to at t mpt to achieve this now, as it is b-yond its
scop", did the whole process is a long-term one, end
nlvl' 111 ’■ ^  will depend on the political and economic
future of the country.
9 . 3 d e n  ' i n  i_>n
It wa observed that two overseas countries and South 
\frica h w e  eyperi meed environmental modifications and 
1 tegr i iticn fr- n urb mi • ition an 1 inuustria i/ation, 
with the p.’ igt of tin*', ach country has adopted a
form of approach to the conservation of the natural 
environment, ippropriatc to its problems and increasing 
pressures. Hit, where is the overseas examples have 
developed sophi tic ited and wll organized approaches, 
based on a planning system and within an authoritative 
structure, South Africa his developed no systematic
approach to con < rvation and has only a loosely bound 
organizational framework, within which bodies operate 
on an ad hoc ba i ->. This has resulted, there t ore in 
continued despoilation of the environment by unchecked
and increasing pressures.
Those facts show the change in attitude and aware­
ness of the British m d  mericon people towards the 
conservation of the environment, while South Atrica
aouth African environmentaltie y h tv -• accelerated a 
consciou ness.
policy end a
a deliberate a v  ---  -
Togother
I ..mentation of the conservation 
nizationnl structure, there is 
in the speeding up of environ-
-
tr nta .\i.ar n< .nici in ensur nft there is some action 
iorth nine i* th" protection or our natural resources. 
In doine this, it is hoped that some of our natural 
i run i-cap'■ <• n be saved from pointless destruction, by 
thoufp111 as human action so that areas and species can 
cent nui to evolve in their natural, undisturbed states.
a p p e n d ic e s
i/'ST o? H::s.:i?vns sxmr ov %- .n ^
(Bdw-rus, 1^74).
Cn <; r m v  ■ 1 cvi
Kalahari Gomsbok National Park 
Auprabios 'al! s National nark 
Spitskop Nature Ilosorvo 
Hester * a 1 an 7i1 r! 1 lower Rcservi'
Prirska Nature Rognrvo
Rolfontoin Provincial Nature Reserve
Oviston Provincial Nature ’le"->rv*
Akkorendan Natur Reserve 
Madeira Nature Reserve 
N 1 du1e Nature Reserve 
Roch'^r Pan Pi-ovinci.al Nature Reserve 
Mountain Z- bra National Park 
Table Mountain Nature Reserve 
jidries Venter Research Station 
Vrolijkhei d Provincial Nature Reserve 
Goukammn Provincial Nature Reserve 
The Lake Nature Conservation Station 
Kuurbooms Recreational Resort 
Addo Elephant National Park 
Settlers Park Nature Reserve 
Thomas Raines Nature Re servo 
The Rondcvlei Bird Sanctuary 
Siivemiine Natur ' Reserve 
Cape of Good Hope Natur. Reserve 
The Heldcrborc Nature Reserve 
Pemlxloof Nature Reserve 
Tlie Salmons dam Nature Reserve 
Bontobok National Park 
De Hoop Provincial Nature Reserve 
Tsitsikama forest and Coastal National Park
The Robbobere Nature Reserve
Seokooi Riv-'r Provincial Nature Reserve
- 95 -
yit a L
Ndumu G-irnc Ho servo 
Kosi U iy Nature Ho servo 
St. Lucia Cl in Reserve 
Mkuzi Gnnio Reserve 
Hluhluwc Game Reserve 
False Bay Park 
Sortlwana Bay National Park 
rkirCod Glen Nature Re ,orve 
Royal National Park 
Umfolozi Gane Reserve 
Dhlinza .‘crest Nature Reserve 
Entumeni Nature Reserve 
Umlalazi Nature Roserve 
Richards Bay Nature Re so rve 
Enseleni Nature Reserve 
St. lucia Park 
Richards Bay Park 
Giant’s Castle Reserve and Pari 
Harold Johns ton Nature Reserve 
• Kamsbnrg Nature Reserve 
Verge 1' con Nature Reserve 
Coleforrl Nature Reserve 
Hlmevi I 1< Nature Reserve 
Loteni Nature Res rve 
Soado Nature Reserve 
Krantzkloof Nature Roserve 
floor Park Nature Receive 
Stainban!: : ■ ture Revrve
North Park Mature Reserve 
Paradise Valley Nature Reserve 
Oribi Gorge Nature Reserve 
Umtanrvum. i Nature 'No seiv' -
Oran, Te 'r ~ ■_ it at e
Will cm Pro tori us G one Reserve 
Golden (into Highlands National I’aik 
Tussen—die-Riviere \atui .
..>
•r
- y6 —
Trnrtsva-» I
Lancjan Nature servo 
Kruger XntionaL Park 
Hans Norenslcy Katur-* Reserve 
Percy Pyfor Mature Reserve 
Blyd -rivierspoort Nature Reserve; 
Bcrghoek Nature Reserve 
Ohrigst .d  la ia  Mature Reserve 
Rustonburg Nature Reserve 
Loskop Dam Nature Reserve 
Vcrtroosting aturo Reserve 
Thomcroft Nature Rosoive 
Cynthnn Putty Nature Reserve 
Tinie Pouv Nature Reserve 
Ida Royer Nature Reserve 
Barberspan Nature Reserve 
S. A. Lanibard Natur Reserve
Others not on Van
(from rransvaal Provincial administration Nature Conservation 
Division, i.lovnth rmual Report 1975 - 1976)
Suikerbo r-md Reserve 
Roodepoort am Reserve 
Doomdrapi am Reserve 
Vaal !'am Reserve 
Boskop iam Reserve 
Nylsvley :oserv<
Mari oval <* Re erve 
Haartbee .noort Dam Reserve 
Lillie Reserve 
Haitpy Rost Reserve
- yz -
a p p ::-},t x  ;;
of thf . !r-<1 r.:, I iM->nnin- m d  
U t i l  i ' / a t  t o n  o f  X - '  i o u r r t ' s  c t  ----------
Page 1 of the following extracts is the original Act,
nurnla^  Aa— o_i— L_.P_L* that controls tho use o f resources and
co-ordinates their use witli physical planning. Rut , as 
can he seen, the Act provides mainly for the control of land 
for industrial purposes and related matters.
Pages / and J art- extracts from the Physical Planning and 
Uti * i-•.q * on o i' i' >-^ ->urc- . i.i -n Iment \ct. Number 73. o i 1^ 73. 
This amendment provides for th - reservation of land for any 
purpose mw thin includes land as natural areas, reserves, 
parks, etc. This amendment to the original Act is a great 
improvement to the protection of the natural environment, and 
if it was enacted more effectively would be extremely 
successful.
■09
Dtfinit.vns.
'/.o r:: < an I 
n:hji- i 
cf Ui 1 :
ir>J' . r.al 
purpv
pn,
• U .
To pros ••• i <>-i-n!i,ia' 1 ' 'i< il |' i .inn and t' . uli!'/-«tion of 
the t" . •» n - ■ . .id fur ti.-Kj | t ) prvtide
f ir contrnl >f t!iv /on i %u. diiisioit of lanii fi-r imliisti Ul 
pus "0-.V. ."".isd nf i!i i -i.) it t»re\ttT.s;c.i of f •cti>r!e<i,for
the c-l '' ' t i ‘ c-. 11 I ss. .I-, fur r.Atrktlu;.. ujsoa
|K. snWi’i'.i.n an J t ' l.i;; I r.i vnntroiltJ art ..•> and for 
Otisvr l. ittcrs inc: s’ it lh rvlo.
(zf/n1 • ./ ‘ > ?/•. i'M/t? P m ii l 'K t . )
(Xrw s.'fi/ /o 9/.n y.j/iv, 1967.)
V H  11 IN  v : r i " 0  by I t ;  y  . t'n ..nt. the Senate and the 
*-■ M is-: of A scmbly i the Rcpn he of South Afiica, as 
follotv*:-
1. In It Act. t test »l-• t i tlicrw.se indicates
( i)  -A d m itiis ftM o r** m . is t l . Adm in t.a to r o f  a pro- 
vin _• act o r  th • . c o f the cxectiliv : committee 
thcrcol. (s)
( ii)  "building”  ir . hi . w ructurc; (v)
(isi) “ buttnets”  "  "is •: •. tr«. < or o.'< n r itnn sptvTied 
i r  the St. >r.d Sel*. ti! to the l.K im  - Act. l'»62 (Act 
No 4 t of 1962); (s ')
fiv ) "con tro l! I nr “  means an are# declared or deemed 
to  h . • , I d a re d  a ci . ■ -I' l  a m  und r s .s tie n
an I u . v l . t  an area d !.> 1 o r >! ” . I t.» ha
hr ■ (I c l- ',  lira: r !' said s.vtion to lorm  p
o f  a c o n tro lfc il a sea, (n)
111
l *, ( t. by ’ mm in the < « izc tu \ > v lures a 
fae.ory fo r tl put, • <•• •!; i '  A c t. (>vl  
(v i)  ■ ! ,r< i"  in c it’d .n y  po rtion  o f land and 3 "v  bt’ tid ing ;
(Vi)
(V, t  " M i.,  cr- ti"-’ its the M;ms;:r ol Manning; (viii)
..
i  ( l )  Vvtlivs.i t.se , ••v dter ’v.sl o f the M ini-.er
I, . :    I - r  ih l t ' ’ trial p«rp.-> s r a y  be mb-
(Isvt 1 d: I
(t) ro  ind i'.tn  town b ” ' ‘V
i.'o . mu
set 73, IT S
Substift.tiu i 
»dc: -i ! of 
A :t *$ cf !'
fiO V I K N M lM  (1AZI •. IV LY  l ‘#7S
f t  \ n m \ ( ,  \ \ i )  v  ; It IZ A r io N  OK Itt SOURCTS. 
AMI.NDNtf N T AVI', |V7
/:. 'in-ix 1j .
T o ami.ml the Phy ical Vliu>uiti'4 mid IJ tlli/a tion  c f Resources 
Acf, 19r>7, so . .1 pruv<; ! jr {.u» resen.-tion o f 1 •i,*, for usu 
for sptc ilic  ; , >vs: fo r tlic coutpilaticn and a pp roa l c f 
guide plans; t.»r restriviim is upon (iiv u»e of lanti for certain 
purposes v. 'vs, nsvrv.  J for use fu r s .!i purposes; ar.<! .nr 
the itw es l'.iu io ii o f m; avrlvd of fences; and to provfu 1 far 
• ‘ ^ers cvji.ircted tt i rw ith .
{Afrikaans text \ :»t< / . the State Prrxkient.)
(A sw tte J  to  3 0  Jit >e 107 5 .)
l> .  IT  TNXCT 1 D t thv S Pr lent, the Senate and the
'  * House o f As .vmbly o f the Rs. abiic d South Africa, as 
fo lUws: -
1. Th. foil •-..a;- .••on i< In-r by substituted for seclion l of 
it.v Pi- d l..au:ng an 1 Ut- • ition o f Resources Act, )%7 
(In r.-touf’cr ref i v d  to r.s the principal Act):
•Dsfinltiu.i 1, In this Act, unless the context otherwise
indicates—
,'i) ‘Administrator* me ns an Administrator and 
the other i n - nber, o f the executive committee 
concerned; U)
;,) ‘huildin;’,’ includes any structure; ( \)
'Mi) ‘ business' vans any trade or occupation 
as defined in miy "  evince relating to the 
licensing o f t - ." .d o  vupations and o f the 
province concerned; tin)
• mtmituc* mean, i committee appointed in 
terms o f section GA ( I ) ;  (xi)
\ Ym,trolled ar. * m ins an arc. (Waned or 
deemed to h i. K  n dvcht-.d a control. . ar.a
section part o f . ollvit .uca, (n)
,'vP ‘draft guide pi m* : .-mns a dralt guide p an 
contemplate.1 m s .lion S ' t-1. txvi
.lirpose - 1 ' ih.ls (is )
' ihif.a.m,': oil:'
4 No. 4788 GOVERNMENT G A Zt-l'TE , 16 JULY 1975
Ac' No. 73, 1975
Amcntl/rient of 
•eciion 2 of 
Act 88 of 1967.
Amendment of 
section 3 o f 
Act 8S.of 1967.
Substitution of 
section 4 of 
Act 88 of 1967.
>•'13 SK Al PLANNING AND U T IL IZ A T IO N  OF RESOURCES 
AMI NDMKNJ ACT, 1975.
(x) land’ includes any portion of land and any 
building; (viii)
(xi) local authority' means any institution oi body 
contemplated in section 84 ( I )  ( / )  of the 
Republic of South Africa Constitution Act, 
1961 (Act No. 32 of 1961); (xvi)
(xti) ‘mineral’ means any substance, whether in solid, 
liquid or gaseous form, occurring natuially 
in or on the earth end having been formed by 
or subjected to a geological process, but docs 
not include water and soil, unless they are taken 
from the earth for the production or extraction 
therefrom of a product of commercial value;
(xiii) 'Minister’ means the Minister of Planning and 
the Environment; (xiii) ,
t*iv) 'natural area’ means an area that could be 
utilized in the interests of and for the benefit 
and enjoyment of the public in gener.d and for 
the reproduction, protection or preservation of 
wild animal life, void vegetation or objects of 
geological, ethnological, historical or other 
1 scientific interest; (xiv) _______ _
(xv) 'process’ me., s recover, extract, concentrate, 
refine or convert; (xsiii)
(xvi) ‘resources’ includes land, minerals, water, means 
of generating power, labour and means of 
transport; (x)
(xvii) 'Secretary* means the Secretary for Planning 
and the Environment; (xvii)
(xviii) ‘use of land’ means the vsc of land for—
(o) township development, excluding town­
ship development for industrial purposes;
(6) industrial purposes;
(r) agricultural purposes;
(d )  open spaces;
(?) any purpose contemplated in section 4(1) ;  
or
( / )  any purpose declared by the State President 
by proclamation in the G azcnc  to be a 
purpose for the purposes of this definition.” .
(ix)
2. Section 2 of the principal Act is hereby amended by the 
addition of the following subsection: , ,  , . „ ,
*‘(4) The provi ion. ol subsection (! ) (6) and (c) shall not
apply in respect of a guide plan area. .
3. Section 3 of the principal Act is hereby amended by the
addition of the followin 'subsection:
"(5) If  any condition imposed in terms of subjection I > 
j ,  not complied with the Minister may ana not less than 
one month's imtr revoke the approval m connection with 
which such condition was imposed.
4 The follow ing section is hereby substituted lo r section 4 ol
(6) railway m dioiis and junctions.
( r )  ra ilway shunting yards,
$  " d  hylro -ekm k power
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